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Abstract—An increasing number of applications rely on com-
plex inference tasks that are based on machine learning (ML).
Currently, there are two options to run such tasks: either they
are served directly by the end device (e.g., smartphones, IoT
equipment, smart vehicles), or offloaded to a remote cloud. Both
options may be unsatisfactory for many applications: local models
may have inadequate accuracy, while the cloud may fail to meet
delay constraints. In this paper, we present the novel idea of
inference delivery networks (IDNs), networks of computing nodes
that coordinate to satisfy ML inference requests achieving the
best trade-off between latency and accuracy. IDNs bridge the
dichotomy between device and cloud execution by integrating
inference delivery at the various tiers of the infrastructure
continuum (access, edge, regional data center, cloud). We propose
a distributed dynamic policy for ML model allocation in an IDN
by which each node dynamically updates its local set of inference
models based on requests observed during the recent past plus
limited information exchange with its neighboring nodes. Our
policy offers strong performance guarantees in an adversarial
setting and shows improvements over greedy heuristics with
similar complexity in realistic scenarios.

I. INTRODUCTION

Machine learning (ML) models are often trained to perform
inference, that is to elaborate predictions based on input data.
ML model training is a computationally and I/O intensive
operation and its streamlining is the object of much research
effort. Although inference does not involve complex iterative
algorithms and is therefore generally assumed to be easy, it
also presents fundamental challenges that are likely to become
dominant as ML adoption increases [1]. In a future where AI
systems are ubiquitously deployed and need to make timely
and safe decisions in unpredictable environments, inference
requests will have to be served in real-time and the aggregate
rate of predictions needed to support a pervasive ecosystem of
sensing devices will become overwhelming.

Today, two deployment options for ML models are com-
mon: inferences can be served by the end devices (smart-
phones, IoT equipment, smart vehicles, etc.), where only
simple models can run, or by a remote cloud infrastructure,
where powerful “machine learning as a service” (MLaaS)
solutions rely on sophisticated models and provide inferences
at extremely high throughput.

However, there exist applications for which both options
may be unsuitable: local models may have inadequate ac-
curacy, while the cloud may fail to meet delay constraints.

As an example, popular applications such as recommendation
systems, voice assistants, and ad-targeting, need to serve pre-
dictions from ML models in less than 200 ms. Future wireless
services, such as connected and autonomous cars, industrial
robotics, mobile gaming, augmented/virtual reality, have even
stricter latency requirements, often below 10 ms and in the
order of 1 ms for what is known as the tactile Internet [2]. In
enabling such strict latency requirements, the advent of Edge
Computing plays a key role, as it deployes computational
resources at the edge of the network (base stations, access
points, ad-hoc servers). However, edge resources have limited
capacity in comparison to the cloud and need to be wisely
used. Therefore, integrating ML inference in the continuum
between end devices and the cloud—passing through edge
servers and regional micro data-centers—will require complex
resource orchestration.

We believe that, to allocate resources properly, it will
be crucial to study the trade-offs between accuracy, latency
and resource-utilization, adapted to the requirements of the
specific application. In fact, inference accuracy and, in general,
resource efficiency increase toward the cloud, but so does
communication latency. In this paper, we present the novel idea
of inference delivery networks (IDN): networks of computing
nodes that coordinate to satisfy inference requests achieving
the best trade-off. An IDN may be deployed directly by the ML
application provider, or by new IDN operators that offer their
service to different ML applications, similarly to what happens
for content delivery networks. The same inference task can
be served by a set of heterogeneous models featuring diverse
performance and resource requirements (e.g., different model
architectures [3], multiple downsized versions of the same
pre-trained model [4], different configurations and execution
setups). Therefore, we study the novel problem of how to
deploy the available ML models on the available IDN nodes,
where a deployment strategy consists in two coupled decisions:
(i) where to place models for serving a certain task and (ii) how
to select their size/complexity among the available alternatives.

In this paper, we first define a specific optimization prob-
lem for ML model allocation in IDNs. We characterize the
complexity of such problem and then introduce INFIDA
(INFerence Intelligent Distributed Allocation), a distributed
dynamic allocation policy. Following this policy, each IDN
node periodically updates its local allocation of inference
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models on the basis of the requests observed during the recent
past and limited information exchange with its neighbors. The
policy offers strong performance guarantees in an adversarial
setting [5], that is a worst case scenario where the environment
evolves in the most unfavorable way. Numerical experiments
in realistic settings show that our policy outperforms heuristics
with similar complexity. Our contributions are as follows:
(1) We present the novel idea of inference delivery networks

(IDNs).
(2) We frame the allocation of ML models in IDNs as an

(NP-hard) optimization problem that captures the trade-
off between latency and accuracy, and study how this
problem diverges from settings considered in previous
works (Sec. III).

(3) We propose INFIDA, a distributed and dynamic allocation
algorithm for IDNs (Sec. IV), and we show it provides
strong guarantees in the adversarial setting, providing
novel theoretical results in approximating budget-additive
(submodular) set functions (Sec. V).

(4) We evaluate INFIDA in a realistic simulation scenario
and compare its performance both with an offline greedy
heuristic and with its online variant under different topolo-
gies and trade-off settings (Sec. VI).

II. RELATED WORK

The problem of machine learning is often reduced to the
training task, i.e., producing statistical models that can map
input data to certain predictions. A considerable amount of
existing works addresses the problem of model training: pro-
duction systems such as Hadoop [6] and Spark [7] provide
scalable platforms for analyzing large amount of data on
centralized systems, and even the problem of distributing the
training task over the Internet has been largely addressed
recently by many works on federated learning [8]–[13]. How-
ever, there is surprisingly less research on how to manage
the deployment of ML models once they have been trained
(inference provisioning).

Most of the existing solutions on inference provisioning
(e.g., Tensorflow Serving [14], Azure ML [15], and Cloud
ML [16]) address the scenario where inference queries are
served by a data center. Recent works [17]–[20] propose
improvements on performance and usability of such cloud
inference systems. Clipper [17] provides a generalization of
TensorFlow Serving [14] to enable the usage of different
ML frameworks, such as Apache Spark MLLib [21], Scikit-
Learn [22], and Caffe [23]. The auhtors of [18] propose
a reinforcement learning scheduler to improve the system
throughput. INFaaS [19] provides a real-time scheduling of
incoming queries on available model variants, and scales
deployed models based on load thresholds. Last, InferLine [20]
extends Clipper to minimize the end-to-end latency of a
processing pipeline, both periodically adjusting the models
allocation and constantly monitoring and handling unexpected
query spikes; the solution can be applied to any inference
serving system that features a centralized queue of queries. All
these solutions address the problem of inference provisioning
in the scenario where the requests are served within a data

center and are not suitable for a geographically distributed
infrastructure where resources are grouped in small clusters
and network latency is crucial (e.g., Edge Computing). For
instance, none of the previous works consider the network
delay between different compute nodes, it being negligible in
a data center.

For what concerns inference provisioning in constrained
environments, fewer works exist. Some solutions attempt to
adapt inference to the capabilities of mobile hardware plat-
forms through the principle of model splitting, a technique
that distributes a ML model by partitioning its execution
across multiple discrete computing units. Model splitting was
applied to accommodate the hardware constraints in multi-
processor mobile devices [24], to share a workload among
mobile devices attached at the same network edge [25], and
to partially offload inferences to a remote cloud infrastruc-
ture [26], possibly coupled with early exit strategies [27] and
conditional hierarchical distributed deployment [28]. Model
splitting is orthogonal to our concerns and could be accounted
for in an enhanced IDN scheme.

There has been some work on ML model placement at the
edge in the framework of what is called “AI on Edge” [29], but
it considers a single intermediate tier between the edge device
and the cloud, while we study general networks with nodes in
the entire cloud-to-the-edge continuum. Our dynamic place-
ment INFIDA algorithm could be applied also in this more
particular setting, for example in the MODI platform [30]. The
work closest to ours is [31], which proposes an online learning
policy, with the premise of load balancing over a pool of edge
devices while maximizing the overall accuracy. INFIDA has
more general applicability, as we do not make any assumption
on the network topology and also employ a more flexible cost
model that takes into account network delay. Another related
work in this framework is VideoEdge [32], which studies how
to split the analytics pipeline across different computational
clusters to maximize the average inference accuracy. Beside
the focus on the specific video application, the paper does not
propose any dynamic allocation placement algorithm.

Even if the problem of inference provisioning is currently
overlooked in the context of distributed systems, there exists a
vast literature on the problem of content placement [33] where
objects can be stored (cached) into different nodes in order
to reduce the operational cost of content delivery. Content
placement has been extended to the case of service caching
(or placement), where an entire service can be offloaded
onto nodes co-located with base-stations or mobile-micro
clouds, engaging not only storage but also computational
resources and energy [34], [35]. The similarities between this
problem and inference provisioning inspired us in the design
of Inference Delivery Networks. However, the two problems
feature crucial differences. First, in a content delivery network
a request for a given item may only be served by a server
storing that specific item. Whereas, in IDNs, several models
can provide an answer but the accuracy of the answer can be
different [36]. Second, a key property of content placement
is that the service cost always increases together with the
path length, i.e., the distance between the request source
and the node serving the request. This is not the case for
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inference delivery networks, as 1) upstream models may be
more accurate and 2) the same model at may feature different
processing delays based on the serving node properties. This
leads to a more complex cost function, as the first node
receiving the request may not be the optimal one to serve
it. Note that this difference was crucial in the design of our
algorithm (see Fig. 3). Finally, multiple requests can simulta-
neously be processed by a given model, leading to additional
considerations about requests load and serving capacities.

A similar trade-off between resource usage and perceived
quality typically emerges in the context of video caching [37]–
[43], where the same video can be cached into multiple
network nodes at different qualities (or resolutions): the op-
erator optimizes the user experience by jointly deciding the
placement of videos and their quality. These works either
maximize the video quality perceived by the user [37], [40],
[41], minimize the download time [39], [43] and the backhaul
traffic [38], or minimize a combined cost [42]. Although some
of the models in these papers may be adapted to inference
provisioning in IDNs, these works in general study static
optimization problems under a known request process and
consider simple network topologies: a single cache [38], [39],
a pool of parallel caches [37], [43], bipartite networks [41],
[42]. The only exception is [40], which considers an arbitrary
topology and provides some online heuristics, but ignores
the service latency, which is of paramount importance when
placing interactive ML models (e.g., for applications like
augmented reality or autonomous driving). Instead, we propose
a dynamic policy that jointly optimizes inference quality and
latency and provides strong performance guarantees without
requiring any knowledge about the request process thanks to
our adversarial setting (Sec. V).

Adversarial analysis is typically studied through the lens
of online convex optimization (OCO) [5]. OCO models can
be tackled with well-understood learning algorithms [5], [44],
[45]. However, the problem of optimizing the allocation of
ML models in IDNs diverges from the template of OCO. In
particular, the decision set and the cost functions are non-
convex because the allocation decisions are not continuous;
moreover, as we show in Appendix B, computing the optimal
allocation is NP-hard contrarily to the OCO setting. In our
work, we generalize findings from [46]–[48], and provide
novel results to approximate budget-additive (submodular) set
functions [49], which are of independent interest beyond this
work (e.g., for online advertising [50], [51], market equilib-
rium [52], [53]).

Finally, ML model allocation in an IDN can also be con-
sidered as a particular instance of similarity caching [54], a
general model where items and requests can be thought as em-
bedded in a metric space: edge nodes can store a set of items,
and the distance between a request and an item determines the
quality of the matching between the two. Similarity caching
was applied to a number of applications including content-
based image retrieval [55], contextual advertising [56], object
recognition [57], and recommender systems [58]. To the best
of our knowledge, the literature on similarity caching has re-
stricted itself to (i) a single cache (with the exception of [58]–
[60]), and (ii) homogeneous items with identical resource
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Fig. 1: System overview: a network of compute nodes serves
inference requests along predefined routing paths. A repository
node at the end of each path ensures that requests are satisfied
even when there are no suitable models on intermediate nodes.
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(b) Pytorch pre-trained models

Fig. 2: Example of pre-trained model catalog for the image
classification task. Data from [61].

requirements. A consequence is that in our setting similarity
caching policies would only allocate models based on their
accuracy, ignoring the trade-offs imposed by their resource
requirements. Moreover, the literature on similarity caching
ignores system throughput constraints, while we explicitly take
into account that each model can only serve a bounded number
of requests per second, according to its capacity.

III. INFERENCE SYSTEM DESIGN

We consider a network of compute nodes, each capable
of hosting some pre-trained ML models depending on its
capabilities. Such ML models are used to serve inference
requests for different classification or regression tasks.1 As
shown in Fig. 1, requests are generated by end devices and
routed over given serving paths (e.g., from edge to cloud
nodes). The goal of the system is to optimize the allocation of
ML models across the network so that the aggregate serving
cost is minimized. Our system model is detailed below, and
the notation used across the paper is summarized in Table I.

A. Compute Nodes and Models
We represent the inference delivery network (IDN) as a

weighted graph G(V, E), where V is the set of compute

1We are using the term task according to its meaning in the ML community,
e.g., a task could be to detect objects in an image, to predict its future position,
to recognize vocal commands.
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TABLE I: Notation Summary.

Inference Delivery Networks
G(V, E) Undirected weighted graph, with nodes V and edges

E
wu,v Weight of edge (u, v) ∈ E
N /M /Mi Tasks / models catalog / models catalog for task i
svm Size of model m ∈M on node v ∈ V
am Prediction accuracy of model m
dvm Average inference delay of model m at node v
bv Allocation budget constraint at node v
xvm 0-1 indicator variable set to 1 if model m at node v

is allocated
ωv
m 0-1 indicator constant set to 1 if model m at node v

is a permanent repository model
ωωω / xxx Minimal allocation vector (Sec. III-D) / allocation

vector (Sec. III-A)
xxxv / xxx Allocation vector at node v / global allocation vector
sssv Vector of model sizes at node v
ppp Routing path {p1, . . . , pJ} of connected nodes

pj ∈ V
ν(ppp) Repository node associated to the path ppp
C

pj
ppp,m Cost of serving at node pj along path ppp using model

m
ρ Request type ρ = (i, ppp), i.e., the requested task i and

the request’s routing path ppp
R/Ri Set of all the possible request types / request types

for task i
R Total number of request types
rtρ Number of times ρ is requested during time slot t
loadt,vm (ρ′) Number of type-ρ requests served by model m at

node v during the t-slot
Lv
m Maximum capacity of model m on node v

lt,vρ,m Potential available capacity of m on node v for
request type ρ at time t

γkρ k-th smallest cost for request type ρ along its path
(Sec. III-E).

rrrt / lllt Request batch vector / potential available capacities
vector

λkρ(lllt) /
zkρ (lllt,xxx)

Potential / effective available capacity of the model
serving ρ with cost γkρ (Sec. III-E).

Zk
ρ (rrrt, lllt,xxx) Number of requests of type ρ that can be served by

the k-th smallest cost models found along path ppp
under allocation xxx at time slot t (15)

κρ(v,m) Rank of model m allocated to node v, among all the
models that can potentially serve requests of type ρ

Kρ Maximum number of models that request ρ may
encounter along its serving path

X v / X Set of valid integral allocations at node v / at all
nodes

C / G / GT The overall system cost (12) / allocation gain (13) /
static allocation gain (14)
INFIDA

Φv Weighted negative entropy map Φv : Dv → R given
as Φv(yyyv) =

∑
m∈M svmy

v
m log(yvm)

Φ Global mirror map Φ(yyy) =
∑

v∈V Φv(yyyv)
yvm Fractional allocation (allocation probability) of

model m is at node v
yyyv / yyy Fractional allocation vector at node v / global

fractional allocation vector
Yv / Y Set of valid fractional allocations at node v / at all

nodes
gggt Subgradient vector of G over Y at point yyyt
gvt,m Component (v,m) of the subgradient vector gggt
PΦv

Yv∩Dv ( · ) Projection operator onto Yv ∩ Dv

η learning rate
B Refresh period
T Time horizon
t Time slot t ∈ [T ]
A Regret constant
Lmax Upper bound on model capacities
∆C Upper bound on maximum serving cost difference
ψ Regret discount factor equal to 1− 1

e

nodes, and E represents their interconnections. Each node
v ∈ V is capable of serving inference tasks that are requested
from anywhere in the network (e.g., from end-users, vehicles,
IoT devices). We denote by N = {1, 2, . . . , |N |} the set
of tasks the system can serve (e.g., object detection, speech
recognition, classification), and assume that each task i ∈ N
can be served with different quality levels (e.g., different
accuracy as illustrated in Fig. 2) and different resources’
requirements by a set of suitable models Mi. Each task is
served by a separate set of models, i.e., Mi∩Mi′=∅,∀i, i′ ∈
N , i ̸= i′. CatalogMi may encompass, for instance, indepen-
dently trained models or shrunk versions of a high quality
model generated through distillation [62], [63]. We denote
by M= ∪i∈N Mi = {1, 2, . . . , |M|} the catalog of all the
available models.

Finally, every model of the catalog may provide a different
throughput (i.e., number of requests it can serve in a given time
period), and therefore, support a different load (we formalize
this in Sec. III-D).

For each compute node v ∈ V , we denote by

xvm ∈ {0, 1}, for m ∈M, (1)

the decision variable that indicates if model m ∈ M is
deployed on node v.2 Therefore, xxxv = [xvm]m∈M is the
allocation vector on node v, and xxx = [xxxv]v∈V denotes the
global allocation decision.

We assume that the allocation of ML models at each node
is constrained by a single resource dimension, potentially
different at each node. A node could be, for instance, severely
limited by the amount of available GPU memory, another
by the maximum throughput in terms of instructions per
second. The limiting resource determines the allocation budget
bv ∈ R+ at node v ∈ V . We also denote with svm ∈ R+ the
size of model m ∈ M, i.e., the consumed amount of the
limiting resource at node v.3 Therefore, budget constraints are
expressed as ∑

m∈M
xvms

v
m ≤ bv,∀v ∈ V. (2)

To every task i ∈ N , we associate a fixed set of repository
nodes that always run one model capable of serving all the
requests for task i (e.g., high-performance models deployed
in large data centers). We call these models repository models
and they are statically allocated. Repository models ensure
requests are satisfied even when the rest of the network is not
hosting any additional model.

We discern repository models through constants ωv
m ∈

{0, 1}, each indicating if model m is permanently deployed
on node v. We assume that values ωv

m are given as input. We
call the vector ωωω = [ωv

m](v,m)∈V×M the minimal allocation.
Note that the presence of repositories introduce the following

2Our formulation allows each node to host multiple copies of the same
model to satisfy a larger number of request. For example, two copies of
the same model can be represented as two distinct models with identical
performance and requirements.

3Note that, even when the limiting resource is the same, say computing,
the budget consumed by a model may be different across nodes, as they may
have different hardware (e.g., GPUs, CPUs, or TPUs).
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constraints to the allocation vector:

xvm ≥ ωv
m,∀v ∈ V,∀m ∈M. (3)

The set of possible allocations at node v ∈ V is determined
by the integrality constraints (1), budget constraints (2), and
repository constraints (3), i.e.,

X v ≜
{
xxxv ∈ {0, 1}M : xxxv satisfies Eqs. (1)–(3)

}
. (4)

The set of possible global allocations is given as X ≜

×v∈V X
v .

B. Inference Requests

We assume that every node has a predefined routing path
towards a suitable repository node for each task i ∈ N .
Therefore, for a given request for task i, the routing path
is a set of network nodes towards a repository node able to
serve task i. Since we assume repository nodes are predefined,
the routing path does not depend on the placement decisions
(i.e., on the variables xvm). Hence, a request always follows its
predetermined path, but intermediate nodes that host suitable
models can serve it directly instead of forwarding it all the
way to the repository node. In such cases, the request would
traverse just a portion of the path. A routing path ppp of length
|ppp| = J is a sequence {p1, p2, . . . , pJ} of nodes pj ∈ V such
that edge (pj , pj+1) ∈ E for every j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , J−1}. As
in [46], we assume that paths are simple, i.e., they do not
contain repeated nodes. A request is therefore characterized
by the pair (i,ppp), where i is the task requested and ppp is the
routing path to be traversed. We call the pair (i,ppp) the request
type. We denote by R the set of all possible request types, and
by Ri all possible request types for tasks i. When a request
for task i is propagated from node p1 toward the associated
repository node ν(ppp) ≜ pJ , any intermediate node along the
path that hosts a suitable model m ∈ Mi can serve it. The
actual serving strategy is described in Sec. III-E.

C. Cost Model

When serving a request of type ρ=(i,ppp) ∈ R on node
pj using model m, the system experiences an inference cost
that depends on the quality of the model (i.e., on inference
inaccuracy) and the inference time.4 Additionally, the system
experiences a network cost, due to using the path between p1
and pj . Similarly to previous work [64], we can write the total
cost of serving a request as

C
pj
ppp,m = f((p1, . . . , pj),m). (5)

While our theoretical results hold under this very general cost
model, in what follows—for the sake of concreteness—we
refer to the following simpler model:

C
pj
ppp,m =

j−1∑
j′=1

wpj′ ,pj′+1
+ dpj

m + α(1−am), (6)

4Note that deployed models may need to be re-trained from time to time,
and we do not consider the corresponding costs. Moreover, to streamline the
presentation, we assume the inference costs to be static over time; nonetheless,
one could easily extend our model to the case in which these costs are time-
varying.

where am and dpj
m are respectively the prediction accuracy (in

a scale from 0 to 1) and the average inference delay of model
m on node pj . Indeed, the same model may provide different
inference delays, depending on the hardware capabilities of
the node on which it is deployed, e.g., the type of GPU or
TPU [65]. Parameter wv,v′ ∈ R+ is the (round-trip) latency
of edge (v, v′) ∈ E . Parameter α weights the importance of
accuracy w.r.t. the overall latency and can be set depending
on the application. Note that seeking cost minimization along
a serving path usually leads to a trade-off: while the network
cost always increases with j, in a typical network the service
cost dpj

m +α(1−am) tends to decrease, as farther nodes (e.g.,
data centers) are better equipped and can run more accurate
models (Fig. 2). We remark that models’ sizes determine
which allocations are feasible, but do not affect directly the
service costs. As a consequence, even if we assume different
limiting resources on different nodes (e.g., GPU, memory),
we do not need to convert amounts of different resources to a
common unit (e.g., a monetary cost).

D. Request Load and Serving Capacity

Let us assume that time is split in slots of equal duration. We
consider a time horizon equal to T slots. At the beginning of
a slot t, the system receives a batch of requests rrrt = [rtρ]ρ∈R,
where rtρ ∈ N ∪ {0} denotes the number of requests of type
ρ ∈ R.

Model m ∈ M has maximum capacity Lv
m ∈ N when

deployed at node v ∈ V , i.e., it can serve at most Lv
m requests

during one time slot t ∈ [T ], in absence of other requests for
other models. We do not make specific assumptions on the
time required to serve a request.

We denote by lt,vρ,m ∈ N ∪ {0} the potential available
capacity, defined as the maximum number of type-ρ requests
node v can serve at time t through model m, under the
current request load rrrt and allocation vector xxxvt . Formally,
let loadt,vm (ρ) denote the number of type-ρ requests served by
model m at node v during the t-slot, then

lt,vρ,m ≜ min

Lv
m −

∑
ρ′∈R\{ρ}

loadt,vm (ρ′), rtρ

 . (7)

The potential available capacity depends on the request
arrival order and the scheduling discipline at node v. For
instance, suppose that in time slot t, requests of two types
ρ = (i,ppp) and ρ′ = (i,ppp′) arrive at node v. The arrival order
and the node scheduling discipline may determine that many
requests of type ρ′ be served, which would leave a small
lt,vρ,m available for requests of type ρ. Or the opposite may
happen. It is useful to define the potential available capacity
also for models that are not currently deployed at the node, as
lt,vρ,m ≜ min{Lv

m, r
t
ρ}. The effective available capacity is then

equal to lt,vρ,mx
v
m.

Our analysis in Sec. V considers a “pessimistic” scenario
where an adversary selects both requests and available ca-
pacities for all models but the repository ones. This approach
relieves us from the need to model system detailed operations,
while our proposed algorithm (Sec. IV) benefits from strong
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Fig. 3: Necessity of partial synchronization in IDN among
close-by computing nodes under the cost model in Eq. (6).

guarantees in the adversarial setting. In what follows, we can
then consider that values lt,vρ,m are exogeneously determined.
The vector of potential available capacities at time t ∈ [T ] is
denoted by

lllt = [lt,vρ,m](ρ,m,v)∈
⋃

i∈N Ri×Mi×V . (8)

As we mentioned in Sec. III-A, any request of type ρ =
(i,ppp) ∈ R can always be served by the associated repository
model at node ν(ppp). This requirement can be expressed as
follows: ∑

ρ∈Ri

rtρ ≤
∑

m∈Mi

ων(ppp)
m Lν(ppp)

m ,∀i ∈ N . (9)

Thus, at any time t ∈ [T ] the adversary can select a request
batch rrrt and potential available capacity lllt from the set

A ≜

{
(rrr, lll) ∈ (N ∪ {0})R × (N ∪ {0})

⋃
i∈N Ri×Mi×V :∑

ρ∈Ri

rtρ ≤
∑

m∈Mi

ων(ppp)
m Lν(ppp)

m , lvρ,m ≤ min{Lv
m, rρ},

∀i ∈ N , v ∈ V,m ∈M, ρ ∈ R
}
. (10)

Note the constraint on potential available capacities is looser
than the definition in (7) corresponding to a more powerful
adversary.

E. Serving Model

Given request ρ=(i,ppp)∈R, let Kρ = |ppp||Mi| denote the
maximum number of models that may encounter along its
serving path ppp. We order the corresponding costs {Cpj

ppp,m,∀m ∈
Mi,∀pj ∈ ppp} in increasing order and we denote by κρ(v,m)
the rank of model m ∈ Mi allocated at node v within the
order defined above.5 If v /∈ ppp we have κρ(v,m) =∞.

If κρ(v,m) = k, then model m at node v has the k-th
smallest cost to serve request ρ. We denote the model service
cost, its potential available capacity, and its effective capacity
as γkρ , λkρ(lllt), and zkρ (lllt,xxx), respectively:

γkρ = Cv
ppp,m, λkρ(lllt) = lt,vρ,m, zkρ (lllt,xxx) = xvml

t,v
ρ,m. (11)

We assume the IDN serves requests as follows. Each re-
quest is forwarded along its serving path and served when it

5Note that we do not consider only the models deployed in the network,
but all the possible node-model pairs.

encounters a model with the smallest serving cost among those
that are not yet saturated, i.e., that may still serve requests.

Since models do not necessarily provide increasing costs
along the path, this serving strategy requires that a node that
runs a model m ∈ Mi and receives a request for task i,
knows whether there are better alternatives for serving task i
upstream or not. In the first case, it will forward the request
along the path, otherwise it will serve it locally. We argue
that, in a real system, this partial knowledge can be achieved
with a limited number of control messages. In fact, if node
v = ph hosts the model with the k-th cost for request (i,ppp), it
only needs information about those models that (i) are located
upstream on the serving path (i.e., on nodes pl ∈ ppp with
l > h), and (ii) provide a cost smaller than γkρ . Since the cost
increases with the network latency (as illustrated in Fig. 3), the
number of models satisfying these criteria is small in practice.6

A node needs to propagate downstream a control message
with the information about the requests it can serve and the
corresponding costs. Nodes forwarding the control message
progressively remove the information about the tasks they can
serve with a smaller cost, until the control message payload
is empty and the message can be dropped. Every node v ∈ V
generates this control message whenever the available capacity
of any of the local models in v changes.

According to the presented serving strategy, the requests
load is split among the currently available models giving
priority to those that provide the smallest serving costs up to
their saturation. In particular, model m with the k-th smallest
cost will serve some requests of type ρ only if the less costly
models have not been able to satisfy all of such requests (i.e., if∑k−1

k′=1 z
k′

ρ (lllt,xxx) < rtρ). If this is the case, model m will serve
with cost γkρ at most zkρ (lllt,xxx) requests (its effective available
capacity) out of the rtρ −

∑k−1
k′=1 z

k′

ρ (lllt,xxx) requests still to be
satisfied. The aggregate cost incurred by the system at time
slot t is then given by

C(rrrt, lllt,xxx) =
∑
ρ∈R

Kρ∑
k=1

γkρ ·min

{
rtρ−

k−1∑
k′=1

zk
′

ρ (lllt,xxx), z
k
ρ (lllt,xxx)

}
· 1{∑k−1

k′=1
zk′
ρ (lllt,xxx)<rtρ}. (12)

Note that we introduce the min{ · , · } operator, since the
number of requests served by the k-th best model cannot
exceed its effective capacity zkρ (lllt,xxx). We add the indicator
function 1{ · } to indicate that the k-th best model does not
serve any requests, in case better models (ranked from 1 to
k − 1) are able to satisfy all of them.

F. Allocation Gain and Static Optimal Allocations
We are interested in model allocations xxx that minimize

the aggregate cost (12), or, equivalently, that maximize the
allocation gain defined as

G(rrrt, lllt,xxx) = C(rrrt, lllt,ωωω)− C(rrrt, lllt,xxx). (13)

The first term C(rrrt, lllt,ωωω) on the right hand side is the
service cost when only repository models are present in

6In realistic settings (Sec. VI), we experienced that each deployed model
has at most 6 better alternatives on upstream nodes (worst case with α=1).
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the network. Since intermediate nodes can help serving the
requests at a reduced cost, C(rrrt, lllt,ωωω) is an upper bound on
the aggregate serving cost, and the allocation gain captures the
cost reduction achieved by model allocation xxx.

The static model allocation problem can then be formulated
as finding the model allocation xxx∗ that maximizes the time-
averaged allocation gain over the time horizon T , i.e.,

xxx∗ = argmax
xxx∈X

(
GT (xxx) ≜

1

T

T∑
t=1

G(rrrt, lllt,xxx)

)
. (14)

This is a submodular maximization problem under multiple
knapsack constraints. In our context, this intuitively means that
the problem is characterized by a diminishing return property:
adding a model m to any node v gives us a marginal gain that
depends on the current allocation: the more the models already
deployed in the current allocation, the less the marginal gain
we get by the new m. We prove submodularity in Lemma A.2
in Appendix A. In Appendix B Theorem B.1, we prove that
this problem is NP-hard even under cardinality constraints
(i.e., the models have equal size) and a two nodes scenario.
We demonstrate the hardness of the problem by a reduction of
the similarity caching problem [54], [66], which is NP-hard;
a result that follows from a reduction of the dominating set
problem. It is known that submodular maximization problems
cannot be approximated with a ratio better than (1−1/e) even
under simpler cardinality constraints [67]. Under the multi-
knapsack constraint, it is possible to solve the offline problem
achieving a (1 − 1/e − ϵ)-approximation through a recent
algorithm proposed in [68].

Let us consider a model allocation xxx. Within time slot t,
the k smallest cost models along a path ppp that are suitable for
request type ρ = (i,ppp) can serve up to Zk

ρ (rrrt, lllt,xxx) requests,
where Zk

ρ (rrrt, lllt,xxx) is defined as

Zk
ρ (rrrt, lllt,xxx) ≜ min

{
rtρ,

k∑
k′=1

zk
′

ρ (lllt,xxx)

}
. (15)

The min{ · , · } operator denotes that we can never serve more
than the number of requests rtρ issued by users. Observe that,
being the minimal allocation ωωω an input parameter not depen-
dent on our decisions, Zk

ρ (rrrt, lllt,ωωω) is a constant. Additionally,
since the models allocated in xxx always include those allocated
in ωωω, we have Zk

ρ (rrrt, lllt,xxx) ≥ Zk
ρ (rrrt, lllt,ωωω).

Using (15), we provide the following alternative formulation
of the allocation gain.

Lemma III.1. The allocation gain (13) has the following
equivalent expression:

G(rrrt, lllt,xxx) =
∑
ρ∈R

Kρ−1∑
k=1

(
γk+1
ρ − γkρ

)︸ ︷︷ ︸
cost saving(

Zk
ρ (rrrt, lllt,xxx)− Zk

ρ (rrrt, lllt,ωωω)
)
.︸ ︷︷ ︸

additional requests

(16)

We prove this lemma in Appendix C. This result tells us
that the gain of a certain allocation xxx can be expressed as a
sum of several components. In particular, for each request type
ρ, the k-th smallest cost model along the path contributes to

Algorithm 1 INFIDA distributed allocation on node v
1: procedure INFIDA(yyyv1= argmin

yyyv∈Yv∩Dv
Φv(yyyv), xxxv1=DEPROUND(yyyv1),

η∈R+)
2: for t = 1, 2, . . . , T do
3: Compute gggvt ∈ ∂yyyvG(rrrt, lllt, yyyt) through (18).
4: ŷyyvt ← ∇Φv(yyyvt ) ▷ Map state to the dual space
5: ĥhh

v
t+1 ← ŷyyvt + ηgggvt ▷ Take gradient step in the dual space

6: hhhvt+1 ← (∇Φv)−1 (ĥhh
v
t+1) ▷ Map dual state back to the primal

space
7: yyyvt+1 ← PΦv

Yv∩Dv (hhhvt+1) ▷ Project new state onto the feasible
region using Algorithm 2

8: xxxvt+1 ← DEPROUND(yyyvt+1) ▷ Sample a discrete allocation

the gain with a component (i) proportional to its cost saving
γk+1
ρ − γkρ with respect to the (k + 1)-th smallest cost model

and (ii) proportional to the amount of additional requests that
the k-th smallest cost models in allocation xxx can serve with
respect to the minimal allocation ωωω.

IV. INFIDA ALGORITHM

In this section, we propose INFIDA, an online algorithm
that can operate in a distributed fashion without requiring
global knowledge of the allocation state and requests arrival.
In Sec. V, we show that INFIDA generates dynamically
allocations experiencing average costs that converge to a
(1− 1/e− ϵ)-approximation of the optimum, which matches
the best approximation ratio achievable in polynomial time
even in this online setting.

A. Algorithm Overview

On every node v ∈ V , INFIDA updates the allocation xxxv ∈
X v⊂{0, 1}|M|, by operating on a correspondent fractional
state yyyv ∈ Yv⊂[0, 1]|M|, and the fractional allocations satisfy
the budget constraint in Eq. (2). Note that, if ∥sssv∥1 < bv for
a node v ∈ V , we can always consider fractional allocations
that consume entirely the allowed budget; otherwise, all the
allocations are set to 1 (node v can store the whole catalog of
models). Formally, if ∥sssv∥1 ≥ bv then

Yv ≜

{
yyyv ∈ [0, 1]M :

∑
m∈M

yvms
v
m = bv,∀v ∈ V

}
; (17)

otherwise, for the corner case ∥sssv∥1 < bv , we have Yv ≜{
[1]M

}
.

Each variable yvm can be interpreted as the probability of
hosting model m on node v, i.e., yvm = P[xvm = 1] = E[xvm].

We define G(rrrt, lllt, yyy) as in (13), replacing xxx with yyy. Note
that G(rrrt, lllt, yyy) is a concave function of variable yyy ∈ Y =

×v∈V Y
v (see Lemma F.1 in Appendix F ).

Within a time slot t, node v collects measurements from
messages that have been routed through it (Sec. IV-B). At the
end of every time slot, the node (i) computes its new fractional
state yyyv , and (ii) updates its local allocation xxxv via randomized
rounding (Sec. IV-C). INFIDA is summarized in Algorithm 1
and detailed below.
State computation. The fractional state yyyv is updated through
an iterative procedure aiming to maximize G(rrrt, lllt, yyy). This
could be the standard gradient ascent method, which updates
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the fractional state at each node as yyyvt+1 = yyyvt + ηgggvt , where
ηt ∈ R+ is the step size and gggvt is a subgradient of G(rrrt, lllt, yyy)
with respect to yyyv .

In our work, we use a generalized version of the gradient
method called Online Mirror Ascent (OMA) [69, Ch. 4].
OMA uses a function Φv : Dv → R+ (mirror map) to
map yyy to a dual space before applying the gradient ascent
method; then the obtained state is mapped back to the pri-
mal space (lines 3–5 of Algorithm 1). OMA reduces to the
classic gradient ascent method if Φv is the squared Euclidean
norm (in this case the primal space coincides with the dual
one). Instead, we use the weighted negative entropy map
Φv(yyyv) =

∑
m∈M svmy

v
m log(yvm), which is known to achieve

better convergence rate in high dimensional spaces when each
subgradient component is bounded.7 To compute a feasible
fractional state yyyv , we then perform a projection to the set Yv

on node v (line 6 of Algorithm 1). We adapt the projection
algorithm from [70] to obtain a negative entropy projection
PΦv

Yv∩Dv ( · ). Our adaptation is described in Appendix D.
Allocation update. Once the fractional state yyyv has been
updated, the final step of INFIDA is to determine a new
random discrete allocation xxxv and update the local models
accordingly. The sampled allocation xxxv should (i) comply with
the budget constraint (2) on node v and (ii) be consistent
with the fractional state, i.e., E[xvm] = yvm ∀m ∈ M. To
this purpose, we use the DepRound [71] subroutine (line 7 of
Algorithm 1).

In the remainder of this section we detail how each node
computes its contribution to the global subgradient, and the
rounding strategy used to determine the discrete allocation.

B. Subgradient Computation

At the end of every time slot t, a subgradient gggt of the
gain function in Eq. (16) at point yyyt ∈ Y is computed in
a distributed fashion: each node v evaluates the (v,m)-th
component of the subgradient for any m ∈ M as follows
(see Appendix E):

gvt,m =
∑
ρ∈R

lt,vρ,m ·
(
γ
K∗

ρ (yyyt)
ρ − Cv

ppp,m

)
· 1{κρ(v,m)<K∗

ρ (yyyt)},

(18)

where K∗
ρ(yyyt) is the order of the worst needed model, i.e., the

model with the highest cost that is needed to serve all the rtρ
requests in the batch given the fractional state yyyt. Formally,
K∗

ρ(yyyt) ≜ min
{
k ∈ [Kρ − 1] :

∑k
k′=1 z

k′

ρ (lllt, yyyt) ≥ rtρ
}

.
For the sake of clarity assume that the mirror map is

Euclidean, and then the dual and primal spaces collapse and
ŷyyt = yyyt. At each iteration, each component yt,vm of the
fractional allocation vector is updated by adding a mass equal
to the product of η > 0 and the corresponding component
of the subgradient (Algorithm 1, line 5). Observe that gvm,t

is the sum of different contributions, one per each request
type ρ. Thanks to the indicator function, only the terms of the

7Technically, the advantage in this setting derives from the infinite norm
of the subgradient being independent from the space dimension, while the
Euclidean norm grows proportionally to the squared root of the space
dimension [69, Sec. 4.3].

request types that are served by model m on v contribute
to gvm,t. This contribution is proportional to the potential
available capacity of model m on node v and to the relative
gain

(
γ
K∗

ρ (yyyt)
ρ − Cv

ppp,m

)
, i.e., the cost reduction achieved when

serving request type ρ with model m on v, rather than with
the worst needed model. Then, gradient updates add more
mass to the models that can contribute more to increase the
gain. On the contrary, the projection step tends to remove the
added mass from all components to satisfy the constraints.
The overall effect is that fractional allocations of more (resp.
less) useful models tend to increase (resp. decrease).

The subgradient in Eq. (18) can be computed at each node
using only information from the control messages collected at
the end of the time slot t. The steps needed to compute the
subgradient are as follows.
1. At the end of the time slot, each node generates a control

message for every received request type ρ = (i,ppp) that
is propagated along ppp. The control message contains the
quantity rtρ ≥ 1 (the multiplicity of the request), and a
cumulative counter Z initialized to zero.

2. As the control message travels upstream, intermediate
nodes add to Z the local values zkρ (lllt, yyyt) (fractional effec-
tive capacity in Eq. (11)). These values are added following
increasing values of cost. This message is propagated until
Z ≥ rtρ, that is until the message reaches the K∗

ρ(yyyt)-th
model.

3. Once the K∗
ρ(yyyt)-th model is detected, a control message

is sent down in the opposite direction, containing the cost
γ
K∗

ρ (yyyt)
ρ of the last checked model. Every node v in the

reverse direction reads the cost value from the control
message and, for each model m ∈ Mi, computes the
quantity

hvm = lt,vρ,m ·
(
γ
K∗

ρ (yyyt)
ρ − Cv

ppp,m

)
. (19)

4. Node v can then compute gvt,m in Eq. (18) as follows

gvt,m =
∑

m∈Mi

hvm.

Note that the cost in Eq. (6) does not necessarily increase
along the path. Therefore, a traversed node is not able to
update directly the variable Z when there exist upstream nodes
with lower cost. In this case, the node simply appends the
information (zkρ (lllt, yyyt), γ

k
ρ ) to the message, and lets upstream

nodes to apply any pending update in the correct order. In
our work, we assume to operate on a reliable communication
channel. Nonetheless, we note that INFIDA is robust to noise
ξξξt affecting the sub-gradient, as long as such noise is not
biased, i.e., E[ξξξt] = 000 for every timeslot t [5, Theorem 3.4].

C. State Rounding

Once the new fractional state yyyt+1 is computed, each
node v independently draws a random set of models to store
locally in such a way that E[xxxvt+1] = yyyvt+1. This sampling
guarantees that the final allocation xxxvt+1 satisfies constraint (2)
in expectation. A naive approach is to draw each variable
xv,t+1
m independently, but it leads to a large variance of the
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total size of the models selected, potentially exceeding by far
the allocation budget at node v.

To construct a suitable allocation we adopt the DepRound
procedure from [71]. The procedure modifies the fractional
state yyyvt+1 iteratively: at each iteration, DepRound operates
on two fractional variables yv,t+1

m , yv,t+1
m′ so that at least

one of them becomes integral and the aggregate size of the
corresponding models svmy

v,t+1
m +svm′y

v,t+1
m′ does not change.

This operation is iterated until all variables related to node
v are rounded except (at most) one, which we call residual
fractional variable. This is done in O(|M|) steps.

Note that, to satisfy E[xxxvt+1] = yyyvt+1, the residual fractional
variable, say it yv,t+1

m̄ , needs to be rounded. At this point
xv,t+1
m̄ can be randomly drawn. Now the final allocation can

exceed the budget bound bv by at most sm̄. These (slight)
occasional violations of the constraint may not be a problem,
e.g., at an edge server running multiple applications, where
resources may be partially redistributed across different ap-
plications; they may be explicitly accounted for in the service
level agreements. If the budget bound cannot be exceeded even
temporarily, the node is not able to store the model m̄, but
it may still exploits the residual free resources to deploy the
model that provides the best marginal gain among those that fit
the available budget. In practice, we expect the corresponding
gain decrease to be negligible.

V. THEORETICAL GUARANTEES

We provide the optimality guarantees of our INFIDA
algorithm in terms of the ψ-regret [72]. In our sce-
nario, the ψ-regret is defined as the gain loss in compar-
ison to the best static allocation in hindsight, i.e., xxx∗ ∈
argmaxxxx∈X

∑T
t=1G(rrrt, lllt,xxx), discounted by a factor ψ ∈

(0, 1]. Formally,

ψ-RegretT,X ≜ (20)

sup
{rrrt,lllt}Tt=1∈AT

{
ψ

T∑
t=1

G(rrrt, lllt,xxx∗)−E

[
T∑

t=1

G(rrrt, lllt,xxxt)

]}
,

where allocations xxxt are computed using INFIDA and the
expectation is over the randomized choices of DEPROUND.
Note that, by taking the supremum over all request sequences
and potential available capacities, we measure regret in an
adversarial setting, i.e., against an adversary that selects, for
every t ∈ [T ], vectors rrrt and lllt to jeopardize the performance
of our algorithm. Obviously, we do not expect such an
adversary would exist in reality, but the adversarial analysis
provides bounds on the behavior of INFIDA in the worst case.

The adversarial analysis is a modeling technique to char-
acterize system performance under highly volatile external
parameters (e.g., the sequence of requests rrrt) or difficult to
model system interactions (e.g., the available capacities lllt).
This technique has been recently successfully used to model
caching problems (e.g., in [70], [73]). Our main result is the
following (the full proof is in Appendix G):

Theorem V.1. INFIDA has a sublinear (1− 1/e)-regret w.r.t.
the time horizon T , i.e., there exists a constant A such that:

(1− 1/e)-RegretT,X ≤ A
√
T , (21)

where A ∝ RLmax∆C . R, Lmax, and ∆C are upper bounds,
respectively, on the total number of request types at any time
slot, on the model capacities, and on the largest serving cost
difference between serving at a repository node and at any
other node.

Proof. (sketch) We first prove that the expected gain of the
randomly sampled allocations xxxt is a (1−1/e)-approximation
of the fractional gain. Then, we use online learning results [69]
to bound the regret of Online Mirror Ascent schemes operating
on a convex decision space and against concave gain functions
picked by an adversary. The two results are combined to obtain
an upper bound on the (1−1/e)-regret. We fully characterize
the regret constant A in Appendix G.

Note that this result holds over the integral domain (see
Appendix F, Lemmas F.7–F.11), thus generalizing the ap-
proximation techniques in [46]–[48] and providing a novel
result in approximating budget-additive (submodular) set func-
tions [49].

We observe that the regret bound depends crucially on
the maximum number of request types R, maximum model
capacity Lmax and maximum serving cost difference ∆C .
When considering the cost model in Eq. (6), we can consider
for ∆C the sum of the total latency of the heaviest path, the
parameter α, and the largest inference delay. This result is
intuitive: when these values are bigger, the adversary has a
larger room to select values that can harm the performance of
the system.

As a direct consequence of Theorem V.1, the expected time
averaged (1−1/e)-regret of INFIDA can get arbitrarily close
to zero for large time horizon. Hence, INFIDA achieves a time
averaged expected gain that is a (1− 1/e− ϵ)-approximation
of the optimal time averaged static gain, for arbitrarily small ϵ.

Observe that INFIDA computes a different xxxt at every time
slot. Intuitively, this allows it to “run after” the exogenous
variation of the adversarial input {rrrt, lllt}Tt=1 ∈ AT . An alter-
native goal that can be achieved by INFIDA is to find a static
allocation ȳyy. In order to do so, we need to (i) run INFIDA for
T̃ time-slots, (ii) based on the {yyyt}T̃t=1 computed by INFIDA,
calculate x̄xx (the exact calculation is in Proposition V.1.1),
(iii) deploy in the IDN the allocation x̄xx and keep it static,
in order to avoid switches. Obviously, we would like the
quality of x̄xx to be close to the best xxx∗, defined in (14). The
following proposition shows that the gain achieved with our
x̄xx is boundedly close to the optimum. Moreover, since (14)
is NP-hard, there cannot exist better bounds than the one we
achieve, assuming P ̸= NP [67].

Proposition V.1.1. (offline solution) Replace in INFIDA the
allocation gain G(rrrt, lllt, yyy) by GT (yyy) (defined in (14)). After
T̃ iterations, let ȳyy be the average fractional allocation ȳyy =
1
T̃

∑T̃
t̃=1 yyyt, and x̄xx the random state sampled from ȳyy using

DEPROUND. ∀ϵ > 0, for T̄ large enough, x̄xx satisfies

E [GT (x̄xx)] ≥
(
1− 1

e
− ϵ
)
GT (xxx∗), (22)

where xxx∗ = argmaxxxx∈X GT (xxx).

The proof is given in Appendix. H.
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VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We evaluate INFIDA by simulating a realistic scenario
based on the typical structure of ISP networks. We compare
our solution with a greedy heuristic and its online vari-
ant (described below), as the greedy heuristic is known to
achieve good performance in practice for submodular opti-
mization [72].
Topology. We simulate a hierarchical topology similar to [74]
that spans between edge and cloud, with different capacities
at each tier. We consider 5 tiers: base stations (tier 4), central
offices (tiers 3, 2), ISP data center (tier 1), a remote cloud (tier
0). We assume a hierarchical geographic distribution similar to
LTE. We take the Round-Trip Time (RTT) across the different
tiers as follows: tier 4 to tier 3 takes 6 ms, tier 3 to tier 2 takes
6 ms, tier 2 to tier 1 takes 15 ms, and tier 1 to tier 0 takes
40 ms. We execute our experiments at two different scales:
Network Topology I counts 24 base stations and 36 nodes in
total, while Network Topology II is a simpler 5-node scenario
with 2 base stations.
Processing Units. We take GPU memory of the computing
nodes as the limiting budget. The node at tier 0 can store
the entire models catalog. We simulate the performance of
two different processing units: the computing nodes at tiers 0
and 1 are equipped with high-end GPUs (Titan RTX), and the
remaining tiers 2–4 have mid-tier GPUs (GeForce GTX 980).
The budget of each computing tier is given as follows: a tier-1
node has 16GB GPUs, a tier-2 node has 12GB GPUs, a tier-3
node has 8GB GPUs, and a tier-4 node has 4GB GPUs.
Catalog and requests. We simulate performance based
on state-of-the-art pre-trained models and their pruned ver-
sions [75], [76], profiled for each simulated processing unit,
for a total of 10 models (Table II). We consider a task catalog
with |N | = 20 different object detection tasks. We allow 3
duplicates per model; this gives |Mi| = 30 alternative models
per task i ∈ N . Note how, as model complexity decreases, the
number of frames a GPU can process per second increases,
and consequently the average inference delay decreases.

The time slot duration is set to 1 minute and requests arrive
at a constant rate of 7,500 requests per second (rps), unless
otherwise said. Each request type is assigned randomly to
two base stations in tier 4. The corresponding task is selected
according to two different popularity profiles: (i) in the Fixed
Popularity Profile (Fig. 4a), a request is for task i with constant
probability p(i) = (i+1)−1.2∑

i′∈N (i′+1)−1.2 (a Zipf distribution with
exponent 1.2), while (ii) in the Sliding Popularity Profile
(Fig. 4b), the l-th consecutive request is for task i with
probability p̃(i, l) = p ((i+ 5⌊l/W ⌋) mod 20), that is, the
popularity of the tasks changes through a cyclic shift of 5 tasks
every 1 hour for a request rate of 7,500 rps (W = 2.7× 107).
Static greedy. We adapt the static greedy (SG) heuristic
from the cost-benefit greedy in [72]. SG operates in hindsight
seeking maximization of the time averaged allocation gain
over the whole time horizon T , as in Eq. (14). Starting from an
empty allocation, this policy progressively allocates the model
that provides the highest marginal gain normalized by size,
among those that meet the budget constraints. This process is
repeated until either the intermediate allocation is capable of

TABLE II: Catalog for variants of YOLOv4 [75] profiled on
two different Processing Units. Accuracy is for the MS COCO
dataset. Values for the pruned variants are adapted from [76].

variants
of yolov4

accuracy
(mAP@0.5)

memory
(MB)

frames per second
Titan RTX GTX 980

608p 65.7 1577 41.7 14.2
512p 64.9 1185 55.5 18.9
416p 62.8 1009 73.8 25.1
320p 57.3 805 100 34.1
3.99pruned 55.1 395 209 71.0
8.09pruned 51.4 195 329 112
10.10pruned 50.9 156 371 126
14.02pruned 49.0 112 488 166
tiny-416p 38.7 187 888 302
tiny-288p 34.4 160 1272 433

(a) Fixed Popularity Profile (b) Sliding Popularity Profile

Fig. 4: Popularity profiles of inference tasks for request rate
7, 500 rps. Each dot represents a request for a given task
at given time. Therefore, popular tasks correspond to denser
lines. In (b), popularity changes at fixed time intervals through
a cyclic shift. At any moment the requests are i.i.d. and
sampled from a Zipf distribution with exponent 1.2. The figure
shows a random down-sample of 5,000 requests to emphasize
the density difference across the different tasks.

serving all requests or none of the remaining valid allocations
introduces a positive marginal gain.
Online load-aware greedy heuristic. As INFIDA is the
first online policy for ML models’ allocation in IDNs, there
is no clear baseline to compare it with. We then propose
an online heuristic based on SG, which we call online
load-aware greedy (OLAG). A node v uses counters ϕvm,ρ

to keep track of the number of times a request ρ ∈ R
is forwarded upstream but could have been served locally
at a lower cost compared to the repository, i.e., using a
model m ∈ M with positive gain that we denote by qvm,ρ.
For every model m, an importance weight is computed as
wv

m= 1
svm

1
|R|
∑

ρ∈R qvm,ρ min{ϕvm,ρ, L
v
m}, where svm is the size

of model m and min{ϕvm,ρ, L
v
m} is the number of requests that

could have been improved by m. At the end of a time slot,
the node selects the model m∗ with the highest importance
while respecting the resource budget constraint, then subtracts
the quantity min{ϕvm,ρ, L

v
m} from ϕvm∗,ρ and from all the

ϕvm′,ρ : q
v
m′,ρ < qvm∗,ρ, i.e., models that provide a gain lower

than m∗. This procedure is repeated until the resource budget
of the node is consumed.
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Offline INFIDA. Motivated by Proposition V.1.1, we im-
plemented also an offline version of INFIDA that we call
INFIDAOFFLINE, which maximizes the time-averaged gain (14)
over the whole time horizon T . The potential available capaci-
ties are determined at runtime from the current allocations and
request batches (rather than by an adversary).
Performance Metrics. The performance of a policy P with
the associated sequence of allocation decisions {xxxt}Tt=1 is
evaluated in terms of the time-averaged gain normalized to
the number of requests per time slot (NTAG):

NTAG(P) =
T∑

t=1

1

T∥rrrt∥1
G(rrrt, lllt,xxxt). (23)

Moreover, we evaluate the update cost of a policy P with
the associated sequence of allocation decisions {xxxt}Tt=1 by
quantifying the total size of fetched models over T time slots.
The update cost is reflected by the Time-Averaged Model
Updates (MU) metric defined as:

MU(P) ≜ 1

T

T∑
t=2

∑
(v,m)∈V×M

svm max{0, xvt,m − xvt−1,m}.

(24)

A. Trade-off between Latency and Accuracy

We first evaluate how INFIDA adapts to different trade-offs
between end-to-end latency and inference accuracy by varying
the trade-off parameter α.8

Figure 5 shows the fractional allocation decision at each tier
of the network topology for different values of α (remember
that the smaller α the more importance is given to the latency
rather than to inaccuracy, see Eq. (6)). Models are ordered
horizontally by increasing accuracy with 3 potential replicas
for each model, and only the models able to serve the most
popular request are shown. Note that the tier-0 node acts as a
repository and its allocation is fixed; moreover, in Fig 5 the
repository node picks the second most accurate model because
it provides the smallest combined cost in Eq. (6).

For α = 3 (Fig. 5a), INFIDA allocates a considerable
amount of small models (which provide low accuracy) near
the edge (tiers 1–3 and model IDs 0–18), as they can serve a
larger number of requests compared to higher quality models
with low inference delay. By giving more importance to the
accuracy (α = 4) the system tends to deploy more accurate
models and rarely allocates small models (Fig. 5b). For α = 5,
the number of models deployed on lower tiers decreases,
as the system allocates no small models in practice (model
IDs 0–20) and selects instead multiple replicas of the most
accurate models (Fig. 5c). Since higher quality models feature,
in general, a lower serving capacity (Table II), Fig. 5c suggests
that a significant number of requests is served in the cloud
(Tier 0) for this value of α.

Figure 6 shows the average experienced inaccuracy (inac-
curacy is given by 100 − mAP and mAP is the mean average
precision) and latency for different values of α under Network

8The inaccuracy cost is taken in 0–100, then α picked here corresponds to
100× scaling of the parameter defined in Eq. (6).
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Fig. 5: Fractional allocation decisions yvm of INFIDA on the
various tiers of Network Topology I under Fixed Popularity
Profile. We only show the allocations corresponding to the
models capable to serve the most popular request. The model
IDs are sorted by increasing accuracy.
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Fig. 6: Average latency (dashed line) and inaccuracy (solid
line) costs experienced with INFIDA for different values of
α under Network Topology I and Fixed Popularity Profile.

Topology I and Fixed Popularity Profile. When accuracy is
not important (i.e., α ≈ 0), INFIDA effectively achieves
very low end-to-end latency (few milliseconds) by prioritizing
the deployment of small and inaccurate models near to the
edge nodes. Noticeably, the trend in both curves (decreasing
inaccuracy and increasing latency) suggests that, when higher
accuracy is required, the system starts to prefer models de-
ployed close to the cloud, leading to a sudden change in the
trade-off and to a significant increase in latency.

In Fig. 7 we show the normalized time-averaged gain
of INFIDA compared to OLAG, SG, and INFIDAOFFLINE

for different values of α under the Sliding Popularity Profile.
Results are shown both for Network Topology I (Fig. 7a) and
for Network Topology II (Fig. 7b).

The plot shows that the gain decreases by increasing α. This
is expected since the gain (13) is defined as the improvement
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Fig. 7: NTAG of the different policies under Sliding Popularity
Profile and network topologies: (a) Network Topology I, and
(b) Network Topology II.
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Fig. 8: (a) Models Updates (MU) and (b) NTAG of OLAG and
INFIDA for different values of refresh period B ∈ {4, 8, 16},
and for a dynamic refresh period with initial value Binit = 1,
target value Btarget = 32 and stretching duration ∆t = 60
(1H). The experiment is run under Network Topology I and
Sliding Popularity Profile.

w.r.t. the repository allocation (tier 0). Therefore, when the
latency is not important, high accuracy models at tier 0 are
preferred, and there is no much room for improvement (the
optimal gain eventually tends to zero for α→+∞). Note that,
in general, SG and INFIDAOFFLINE policies perform worse
than their offline counterparts, as they pick a single allocation
that is the best w.r.t. the whole sequence of requests. However,
in the Sliding Popularity Profile (Fig. 4) the best decision
changes periodically, and only the online policies have the
ability to adapt to such change. Moreover, we observe that
consistently INFIDAOFFLINE has better performance than SG:
although both policies are offline, INFIDAOFFLINE manages to
provide a better allocation.

B. Trade-off between model updates and service cost.

In this set of experiments, we evaluate how the frequency
at which INFIDA updates the model allocation affects the
update cost incurred by the system. Indeed, frequent updates
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Fig. 9: NTAG of the different policies for different request
rates under Network Topology I.

could lead to massive migrations with an overhead on network
bandwidth. As an evaluation metric, we measure the total size
of fetched models averaged over time (see the performance
metric in Eq. (24)). We introduce B that we call the refresh
period, and we restrict INFIDA to only sample a physical
allocation every B ∈ {4, 8, 32} time slots (line 8 in Algo-
rithm 1). Additionally, we experiment linear stretching of the
refresh period B with initial period Binit = 1 and target period
Btarget = 32 in a stretching duration of ∆t = 1H. We run this
experiment under Network Topology I and Sliding Popularity
Profile. We set the trade-off parameter α = 1.

In particular, Figure 8a shows the update cost (MU) for
different refresh periods, while Figure 8b shows the NTAG.
Both plots include the performance of the OLAG heuristic. We
observe that, by increasing the refresh period B, the system
fetches a smaller number of models, and therefore the update
cost decreases, at the expense of reactivity. This tradeoff was
characterized formally in [66], wherein the regret is sublinear
for B = Θ

(
T β
)

for β ∈ [0, 1), and the update costs are
sublinear for β ∈ (0, 1). Nevertheless, even for large values of
B INFIDA eventually exceeds OLAG in performance: this
result is expected since the algorithm continues to learn on
the fractional (virtual) states and only the physical allocations
are delayed and eventually catch-up for a large time horizon.
On the other hand, we observe that OLAG is relatively
conservative in updating its allocation, as it quickly picks a
sub-optimal allocation and rarely updates it.

The previous observation motivates the use of a dynamic
refresh period. By refreshing more frequently at the start we
allow the physical allocation generated by INFIDA to catch
up quickly with the fractional states as shown in Fig. 8b:
a dynamic refresh period that stretches from Binit = 1 to
Btarget = 32 attains much faster and more precise convergence.
This is achieved at the expense of a high update cost at the
start, which is, however, quickly dampened until it matches
the same update cost of fixing the refresh period to Btarget.
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Popularity Profile and Network Topology II.

C. Scalability on Requests Load

We show how the system performs under different requests
loads. For this set of experiments, we set α = 1. Figure 9
compares the results for the different allocation policies.

We notice that, being INFIDAOFFLINE and SG offline poli-
cies, they perform well when the popularity profile is static
(Fig. 9a), but deteriorate under Sliding Popularity Profile. No-
tably, the performance degradation of INFIDAOFFLINE (≈8%)
is considerably limited compared to SG (≈30%), which even
gets worse when increasing the requests load.

Figure 9 shows that, in general, INFIDA provides a higher
gain compared to the OLAG heuristic. In particular, under
Fixed Popularity Profile INFIDA manages to converge to
the same NTAG provided by its offline counterpart (Fig. 9a),
which is ≈10% better than the one provided by OLAG when
the load is 7,083 rps. Additionally, OLAG’s performance
deteriorates when the requests load increases from 7,083 rps
to 10,000 rps. It is also noteworthy that OLAG visibly suffers
from perturbed performance when the popularity of the tasks
changes over time (Fig. 9b). On the other hand, results show
the robustness of INFIDA against changing request loads and
popularity: the algorithm preserves its performance in terms of
normalized time-averaged gain for the analyzed request loads
and under both Fixed Popularity Profile and Sliding Popularity
Profile, always converging to the highest NTAG.

Last, in Fig. 10 we evaluate separately the average latency
and inaccuracy attained by the different policies using different
values of α ∈ {0.5, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6} under Fixed Popularity
Profile and Network Topology II. We observe that INFIDA
and its offline counterpart INFIDAOFFLINE consistently provide
the lowest average inaccuracy and latency under both high
request load (10,000 rps) and default request load (7,500 rps).
INFIDAOFFLINE is run with hindsight and serves as a lower
bound on the achievable latency and inaccuracy under a fixed
popularity request process (as in Fig. 9a).

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we introduced the idea of inference delivery
networks (IDNs), networks of computing nodes that coordinate
to satisfy inference requests in the continuum between Edge
and Cloud. IDN nodes can serve inference requests with
different levels of accuracy and end-to-end latency, based
on their geographic location and processing capabilities. We
formalized the NP-hard problem of allocating ML models
on IDN nodes, capturing the trade-off between latency and
accuracy. We proposed INFIDA, a dynamic ML model al-
location algorithm that operates in a distributed fashion and
provides strong guarantees in an adversarial setting. We eval-
uated INFIDA simulating the realistic scenario of an ISP
network, and compared its performance under two different
topologies with both an offline greedy heuristic and its online
variant. Our results show that INFIDA adapts to different
latency/accuracy trade-offs and scales well with the number of
requests, outperforming the greedy policies in all the analyzed
settings.
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APPENDIX A
SUBMODULARITY OF THE GAIN FUNCTION

As submodularity is defined for set functions, let us associate to the gain function G( · ) an opportune set function as follows.
Given a set S ⊆ V ×M of pairs (v,m) ∈ V ×M (nodes and models), we define the corresponding associated vector xxx(S)
with xvm(S) = 1 if ((v,m) ∈ S ∨ ωv

m = 1), xvm(S) = 0 otherwise. Now we can define the set function ft : 2V×M → R:

ft(S) ≜ G(rrrt, lllt,xxx(S)). (25)

We can also define the set function FT : 2V×V → R associated to the time-averaged gain in Eq. (14) as

FT (S) ≜
1

T

T∑
t=1

ft(S) =
1

T

T∑
t=1

G(rrrt, lllt,xxx(S)). (26)

We first start proving that ft is submodular in the following lemma.

Lemma A.1. The set function ft : 2V×M → R in Eq. (25) is normalized (i.e., ft(∅) = 0), submodular, and monotone.

Proof.
Normalization. The constructed set function is normalized (as in ft(∅) = 0), we have

ft(∅) = G(rrrt, lllt,xxx(∅)) = G(rrrt, lllt,ωωω) = C(rrrt, lllt,ωωω)− C(rrrt, lllt,ωωω) = 0. (27)

Submodularity. A function ft : 2V×M → R is submodular [72] if for every S′ ⊂ S′′ ⊂ V ×M and (v̄, m̄) ∈ (V ×M) \ S′′

it holds that
ft(S

′′ ∪ {(v̄, m̄)})− ft(S′′) ≤ ft(S′ ∪ {(v̄, m̄)})− ft(S′).

Let us consider (v̄, m̄) ∈ (V×M)\S′′. We take xxx′, xxx′′, x̄xx′, and x̄xx′′ as short hand notation for xxx(S′), xxx(S′′), xxx(S′∪{(v̄, m̄)}),
and xxx(S′′ ∪ {(v̄, m̄)}), respectively.

Since S′ ⊂ S′′, we have that if x′vm = 1 =⇒ x′′
v
m = 1, and thus zkρ (lllt,xxx

′) ≤ zkρ (lllt,xxx′′), for any k (see Eq. (11)). Therefore

Zk
ρ (rrrt, lllt,xxx

′) ≤ Zk
ρ (rrrt, lllt,xxx

′′),∀k ∈ [Kρ − 1],∀ρ ∈ R. (28)

Let us denote k̄ρ ≜ κρ(v̄, m̄). Due to Eq. (28), ∀k ∈ [Kρ − 1],∀ρ ∈ R the following inequality holds:

min{rtρ − Zk
ρ (rrrt, lllt,xxx

′′), λk̄ρ
ρ (lllt)} ≤ min{rtρ − Zk

ρ (rrrt, lllt,xxx
′), λk̄ρ

ρ (lllt)}, (29)

or equivalently:

min{rtρ, Zk
ρ (rrrt, lllt,xxx

′′) + λk̄ρ
ρ (lllt)} − Zk

ρ (rrrt, lllt,xxx
′′) ≤ min{rtρ, Zk

ρ (rrrt, lllt,xxx
′) + λk̄ρ

ρ (lllt)} − Zk
ρ (rrrt, lllt,xxx

′). (30)

Observe that

zkρ (lllt, x̄xx
′′) =

z
k
ρ (lllt,xxx

′′) if k ̸= k̄ρ,

zkρ (lllt,xxx
′′) + xv̄m̄︸︷︷︸

=1

· lt,v̄ρ,m̄
(11)
= zkρ (lllt,xxx

′′) + λ
k̄ρ
ρ (lllt) if k = k̄ρ,

and thus

Zk
ρ (rrrt, lllt, x̄xx

′′) =

{
Zk
ρ (rrrt, lllt,xxx

′′) if k < k̄ρ

min
{
rtρ,
∑k

k′=1 z
k′

ρ (lllt,xxx
′′) + λ

k̄ρ
ρ (lllt)

}
= min{rtρ, Zk

ρ (rrrt, lllt,xxx
′′) + λ

k̄ρ
ρ (lllt)} if k ≥ k̄ρ.

(31)

Note that the same equality holds between x̄xx′ and xxx′ since (v̄, m̄) ̸∈ S′.
The marginal gain of adding pair (v̄, m̄) ∈ V ×M to the allocation set S′′ is

ft(S
′′ ∪ {(v̄, m̄)})− ft(S′′) = G(rrrt, lllt, x̄xx

′′)−G(rrrt, lllt,xxx′′)

(16)
=
∑
ρ∈R

[
k̄ρ−1∑
k=1

(
γk+1
ρ − γkρ

) (
Zk
ρ (rrrt, lllt,xxx

′′)− Zk
ρ (rrrt, lllt,ωωω)

)
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+

Kρ−1∑
k=k̄ρ

(
γk+1
ρ − γkρ

) (
min

{
rtρ, Z

k
ρ (rrrt, lllt,xxx

′′) + λk̄ρ
ρ (lllt)

}
− Zk

ρ (rrrt, lllt,ωωω)
)

−
Kρ−1∑
k=1

(
γk+1
ρ − γkρ

) (
Zk
ρ (rrrt, lllt,xxx

′′)− Zk
ρ (rrrt, lllt,ωωω)

) ]

=
∑
ρ∈R

Kρ−1∑
k=k̄ρ

(
γk+1
ρ − γkρ

) [(
min

{
rtρ, Z

k
ρ (rrrt, lllt,xxx

′′) + λk̄ρ
ρ (lllt)

}
− Zk

ρ (rrrt, lllt,ωωω)
)
−
(
Zk
ρ (rrrt, lllt,xxx

′′)− Zk
ρ (rrrt, lllt,ωωω)

) ]

=
∑
ρ∈R

Kρ−1∑
k=k̄ρ

(
γk+1
ρ − γkρ

) (
min

{
rtρ, Z

k
ρ (rrrt, lllt,xxx

′′) + λk̄ρ
ρ (lllt)

}
− Zk

ρ (rrrt, lllt,xxx
′′)
)
. (32)

By bounding up each term of the marginal gain (32) as in (30) we get the following:

ft(S
′′ ∪ {(v̄, m̄)})− ft(S′′) ≤ ft(S′ ∪ {(v̄, m̄)})− ft(S′).

We conclude that ft is a submodular set function.
Monotonicity. The function ft : 2V×M → R is monotone [72] if for every S′ ⊂ S′′ ⊂ V ×M it holds that

ft(S
′′) ≥ ft(S′). (33)

We have

ft(S
′′)− ft(S′) = G(rrrt, lllt,xxx

′′)−G(rrrt, lllt,xxx′) (34)

=
∑
ρ∈R

Kρ−1∑
k=1

(
γk+1
ρ − γkρ

) (
Zk
ρ (rrrt, lllt,xxx

′′)− Zk
ρ (rrrt, lllt,xxx

′)
)

(35)

≥ 0. (36)

The last inequality is obtained using Eq. (28). We conclude that ft is monotone.

Lemma A.2. The set function FT : 2V×M → R in Eq. (26) is normalized (i.e., fT (∅) = 0), submodular, and monotone.

Proof. The set function FT is a nonnegative linear combination of submodular and monotone functions ft (see Lemma A.1),
then FT is also submodular and monotone [72]. Moreover, each ft is normalized, then it follows that FT is normalized.

APPENDIX B
NP-HARDNESS

Theorem B.1. The problem of maximizing the time-averaged allocation gain (14) is NP-hard.

Proof. We demonstrate the hardness of the problem by a reduction of the similarity caching problem, which is NP-hard [77] (a
result that follows a reduction of the dominating set problem). We first define the similarity caching problem and characterize
its inputs and variables.
Similarity Caching Problem. Consider the network topology comprising of a repository node and a single cache node. The
repository node stores a catalog of files N̂ =

{
1, 2, . . . , N̂

}
. A cache node can store a subset Ŝ ⊂ N̂ of k̂ files (i.e., |Ŝ| = k̂),

where k̂ ∈
{
1, 2, . . . , |N̂ | − 1

}
. The system incurs an approximation cost Ca(r̂, ŝ) ∈ R ∪ {−∞,+∞} when a request for

file r̂ ∈ N̂ is satisfied by the cache serving file ŝ ∈ N̂ . The approximation cost is null if ŝ = r̂ (i.e., Ca(r̂, r̂) = 0 for all
r̂ ∈ N̂ ). The system also incurs an additional retrieval cost Cr ∈ R∪{−∞,+∞} to serve the request with a file stored at the
repository node. For a given request r̂ ∈ N̂ and cache state Ŝ, the system incurs the following overall cost.

Coverall(r̂, Ŝ) ≜ min
{
Cr,min

{
Ca(r̂, ŝ) : ŝ ∈ Ŝ

}}
, (37)

where the term min
{
Ca(r̂, ŝ) : ŝ ∈ Ŝ

}
signifies that the best approximating file stored at the cache is selected as a candidate

to serve the request r̂, and the term min {Cr, · } signifies that when the cost of approximating the request with the candidate
file exceeds the retrieval cost, the system serves the request by fetching an identical file from the repository and incurs a
retrieval cost Cr. At timeslot t ∈ {1, 2, . . . , T}, the system receives a request r̂t ∈ N̂ .

The static offline problem is formulated as follows.

Ŝ⋆ ∈ argmin
Ŝ⊂N̂ ,|Ŝ|=k̂

T∑
t=1

Coverall(r̂t, Ŝ). (38)
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Inputs. The similarity caching problem (38) takes the following inputs: N̂ ∈
{
1, 2, . . . , N̂

}
, k̂ ∈

{
1, 2, . . . , |N̂ − 1|

}
, Cr ∈

R ∪ {−∞+∞}, Ca : N̂ × N̂ → R ∪ {−∞+∞}, {r̂1, r̂2, . . . , r̂T } ∈ N̂ T .
Decision variable. The similarity caching problem (38) seeks a cache allocation Ŝ ⊂ N̂ such that |Ŝ| = k̂.
Reduction of similarity caching problem. We show that the similarity caching problem (38) can be reduced to the static
model allocation problem in Eq. (14). We start observing that problem (14) is equivalent to

xxx⋆ ∈ argmin
xxx∈X

T∑
t=1

C(rrrt, lllt,xxx). (39)

The set of nodes is V = {1, 2}, and the set of edges is E = {(1, 2)} (a topology with a single repository and a single cache,
which we assume to be node 2 and node 1, respectively ). The set of models is M = N̂ and the set of tasks is N = N̂ . The
set of request types is R = N × {(1, 2)}. The maximum capacity is Lv

m = 1, and the potential available capacity is lt,vρ,m = 1
for every node v ∈ V , timeslot t ∈ {1, 2, . . . , T}, ρ ∈ R, and model m ∈M. Given a request type ρ = (i,ppp) ∈ R, we define
a cost Cpj

ppp,m ≜ Ca(i,m) for node pj = 1 and C
pj
ppp,m = Cr for node pj = 2 for m ∈ M. The allocation vector at node 1 is

xxx1 =
(
1{m∈Ŝ}

)
m∈M

, and at node 2 is xxx2 = (1)m∈M. The model size is svm = 1 for every v ∈ V and m ∈ N . The allocation

budget is b1m = k̂, and b2m = |M|. At timeslot t, a single request constitutes the request batch rrrt =
(
1{i=r̂t}

)
(i,ppp)∈R.

The aggregate cost in Eq. (12) incurred by the system at time slot t is given by

C(rrrt, lllt,xxx) =
∑
ρ∈R

Kρ∑
k=1

γkρ min

{
rtρ −

k−1∑
k′=1

zk
′

ρ (lllt,xxx), z
k
ρ (lllt,xxx)

}
· 1{∑k−1

k′=1
zk′
ρ (lllt,xxx)<rtρ} (40)

=

2N̂∑
k=1

γk(r̂t,ppp) min

{
1−

k−1∑
k′=1

zk
′

(r̂t,ppp)
(lllt,xxx), z

k
(r̂t,ppp)

(lllt,xxx)

}
· 1{∑k−1

k′=1
zk′
(r̂t,ppp)

(lllt,xxx)<1
} (41)

=

2N̂∑
k=1

γk(r̂t,ppp) min
{
1− 0, zk(r̂t,ppp)(lllt,xxx)

}
· 1{∑k−1

k′=1
zk′
(r̂t,ppp)

(lllt,xxx)<1
} (42)

=

2N̂∑
k=1

γk(r̂t,ppp)z
k
(r̂t,ppp)

(lllt,xxx) · 1{∑k−1

k′=1
zk′
(r̂t,ppp)

(lllt,xxx)<1
} (43)

= min
{
γk(r̂t,ppp) : z

k
(r̂t,ppp)

(lllt,xxx) = 1, k ∈
{
1, 2, . . . , 2N̂

}}
(44)

= min
(
{Cr} ∪

{
Ca(r̂t,m) : m ∈ Ŝ

})
(45)

= Coverall(r̂t, Ŝ). (46)

Equation (40) is the definition of C(rrrt, lllt,xxx) that we provide in Eq. (12). The batch of requests consists only of a single
request rrrt =

(
1{i=r̂t}

)
(i,ppp)∈R; this gives Equation (41). Note that Kρ = 2N̂ since a request can be served with N̂ different

models at node 2 and node 1. Equation (42) can be understood as follows. Consider a model rank k that makes the indicator
function 1{∑k−1

k′=1
zk′
(r̂t,ppp)

(lllt,xxx)<1
} true. This means that no model with lower rank k′ < k is able to satisfy the single request

we are considering, which implies that the effective capacity is always zk
′

(r̂t,ppp)
(lllt,xxx) = 0 for any k′ < k. Equation (43) follows

from zk
′

(r̂t,ppp)
(lllt,xxx) ∈ {0, 1} for k′ ∈

{
1, . . . , 2N̂

}
. Equation (44) follows from the fact that 1) for each request ρ, model service

costs are ordered in non-decreasing order (i.e., γk(r̂t,ppp) ≤ γ
k+1
(r̂t,ppp)

) and 2) the term zk(r̂t,ppp)(lllt,xxx)1
{∑k−1

k′=1
zk′
(r̂t,ppp)

(lllt,xxx)<1
} can only

be non-zero for a single value of k; indeed, as we only need to satisfy one request, only one model will be involved in serving
that request. Equation (45) follows from the definition of the costs Cpj

ppp,m = Ca(i,m) for pj = 1 and Cpj
ppp,m = Cr for pj = 2

for m ∈M. Equation (46) is a direct result from the definition of Coverall in Eq. (37)
Hence, finding the optimal allocation xxx∗ that minimizes the total allocation cost in (39) is equivalent to solve problem (38),

which is NP-hard.

APPENDIX C
EQUIVALENT EXPRESSION OF THE GAIN FUNCTION

Lemma C.1. Let us fix the threshold c ∈ N ∪ {0}, request type ρ ∈ R, model rank k ∈ [Kρ], time slot t, load vector lllt and
allocation vector xxx. For brevity, let us denote zk

′

ρ = zk
′

ρ (lllt,xxx). The following formula holds:

min

{
c,

k∑
k′=1

zk
′

ρ

}
−min

{
c,

k−1∑
k′=1

zk
′

ρ

}
= min

{
c−

k−1∑
k′=1

zk
′

ρ , z
k
ρ

}
· 1

{
k−1∑
k′=1

zk
′

ρ < c

}
. (47)
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Proof. We distinguish two cases:
(I) When the k − 1 less costly models have at least c effective capacity, i.e.,

∑k−1
k′=1 z

k′

ρ ≥ c, we obtain:

k∑
k′=1

zk
′

ρ =

k−1∑
k′=1

zk
′

ρ + zkρ ≥ c+ zkρ ≥ c. (48)

The last inequality is obtained using zkρ ≥ 0. Therefore, the left term of Eq. (47) becomes c− c = 0, and the indicator
function of the right term becomes zero. Hence, Eq. (47) is verified in this case.

(II) When
∑k−1

k′=1 z
k′

ρ < c, we obtain:

min

{
c,

k∑
k′=1

zk
′

ρ

}
−min

{
c,

k−1∑
k′=1

zk
′

ρ

}
= min

{
c,

k∑
k′=1

zk
′

ρ

}
−

k−1∑
k′=1

zk
′

ρ = min

{
c−

k−1∑
k′=1

zk
′

ρ , z
k
ρ

}
. (49)

Hence Eq. (47) is verified, being the indicator function equal to 1 in this case.
By combining Eq. (48) and Eq. (49) we obtain Eq. (47).

Lemma C.2. The cost function given by Eq. (12) can be expressed as:

C(rrrt, lllt,xxx) =
∑
ρ∈R

Kρ−1∑
k=1

(
γkρ − γk+1

ρ

)
min

{
rtρ,

k∑
k′=1

zk
′

ρ (lllt,xxx)

}
+ γKρ

ρ rtρ. (50)

Proof. The sum
∑k

k′=1 z
k′

ρ (lllt,xxx) for k = Kρ surely includes a repository model as it sums all the models along the path of
request type ρ; thus, we have

∑k
k′=1 z

k′

ρ (lllt,xxx) ≥ rtρ (see Eq. (9)) and

γKρ
ρ min

rtρ,
Kρ∑
k′=1

zk
′

ρ (lllt,xxx)

 = γKρ
ρ rtρ. (51)

Now we use Lemma C.1 to express the cost function in Eq. (12) as a sum of the difference of min functions.

C(rrrt, lllt,xxx) =
∑
ρ∈R

Kρ∑
k=1

γkρ ·min

{
rtρ −

k−1∑
k′=1

zk
′

ρ (lllt,xxx), z
k
ρ (lllt,xxx)

}
· 1{∑k−1

k′=1
zk′
ρ (lllt,xxx)<rtρ} (52)

=
∑
ρ∈R

Kρ∑
k=1

γkρ

(
min

{
rtρ,

k∑
k′=1

zk
′

ρ (lllt,xxx)

}
−min

{
rtρ,

k−1∑
k′=1

zk
′

ρ (lllt,xxx)

})
(53)

(51)
=
∑
ρ∈R

Kρ−1∑
k=1

γkρ min

{
rtρ,

k∑
k′=1

zk
′

ρ (lllt,xxx)

}
−
∑
ρ∈R

Kρ∑
k=1

γkρ min

{
rtρ,

k−1∑
k′=1

zk
′

ρ (lllt,xxx)

}
+ γKρ

ρ rtρ (54)

=
∑
ρ∈R

Kρ−1∑
k=1

γkρ min

{
rtρ,

k∑
k′=1

zk
′

ρ (lllt,xxx)

}
−
∑
ρ∈R

Kρ∑
k=2

γkρ min

{
rtρ,

k−1∑
k′=1

zk
′

ρ (lllt,xxx)

}
+ γKρ

ρ rtρ (55)

=
∑
ρ∈R

Kρ−1∑
k=1

γkρ min

{
rtρ,

k∑
k′=1

zk
′

ρ (lllt,xxx)

}
−
∑
ρ∈R

Kρ−1∑
k=1

γk+1
ρ min

{
rtρ,

k∑
k′=1

zk
′

ρ (lllt,xxx)

}
+ γKρ

ρ rtρ (56)

=
∑
ρ∈R

Kρ−1∑
k=1

(
γkρ − γk+1

ρ

)
min

{
rtρ,

k∑
k′=1

zk
′

ρ (lllt,xxx)

}
+ γKρ

ρ rtρ. (57)

Proof of Lemma III.1.

Proof. By using the expression Eq. (50) for a generic allocation vector xxx and for ωωω, we obtain:

G(rrr, lllt,xxx) = C(rrr, lllt,ωωω)− C(rrr, lllt,xxx) (58)

=
∑
ρ∈R

Kρ−1∑
k=1

(
γkρ − γk+1

ρ

)
min

{
rtρ,

k∑
k′=1

zk
′

ρ (lllt,ωωω)

}
−
∑
ρ∈R

Kρ−1∑
k=1

(
γkρ − γk+1

ρ

)
min

{
rtρ,

k∑
k′=1

zk
′

ρ (lllt,xxx)

}
(59)

=
∑
ρ∈R

Kρ−1∑
k=1

(
γkρ − γk+1

ρ

)
·

{
min

{
rtρ,

k∑
k′=1

zk
′

ρ (lllt,ωωω)

}
−min

{
rtρ,

k∑
k′=1

zk
′

ρ (lllt,xxx)

}}
(60)
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=
∑
ρ∈R

Kρ−1∑
k=1

(
γk+1
ρ − γkρ

)
·

{
min

{
rtρ,

k∑
k′=1

zk
′

ρ (lllt,xxx)

}
−min

{
rtρ,

k∑
k′=1

zk
′

ρ (lllt,ωωω)

}}
(61)

=
∑
ρ∈R

Kρ−1∑
k=1

(
γk+1
ρ − γkρ

) (
Zk
ρ (rrrt, lllt,xxx)− Zk

ρ (rrrt, lllt,ωωω)
)
. (62)
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Algorithm 2 Weighted negative entropy Bregman projection onto the weighted capped simplex

Input: |M|; bv; sssv; Sorted yyy′v where y′v|M| ≥ · · · ≥ y
′v
1

1: y′v|M|+1 ← +∞
2: for k ∈ {|M|, |M| − 1, . . . , 1} do

3: mk ←
bv−

∑|M|
m=k+1 svm∑k

m=1 svmy′v
m

4: if y′vk mk < 1 ≤ y′vk+1mk then ▷ Appropriate k is found
5: for k′ ∈ {1, 2, . . . , k} do
6: yvk′ ← mky

′v
k′ ▷ Scale the variable’s components

7: for k′ ∈ {k + 1, k + 2, . . . , |M|} do
8: yvk′ ← 1 ▷ Cap the variable’s components to 1
9: return yyyv ▷ yyyv is the result of the projection

APPENDIX D
PROJECTION ALGORITHM

In order to project a fractional allocation yyy′ lying outside the constraint set Y to a feasible allocation yyy, we perform a
Bregman projection associated to the global mirror map Φ : D → R, where the Bregman divergence associated to the mirror
map Φ : D → R is given by

DΦ(yyy,yyy
′) = Φ(yyy)− Φ(yyy′)−∇Φ(yyy′)T (yyy − yyy′), (63)

and the Bregman divergences associated to the mirror maps Φv : Dv → R are also given by

DΦv (yyyv, yyy′v) = Φv(yyyv)− Φv(yyy′v)−∇Φv(yyy′v)
T
(yyyv − yyy′v). (64)

The projection operation yields a constrained minimization problem, i.e.,

yyy =
∏Φ

Y∩D(yyy
′) = argmin

yyy∈Y∩D
DΦ(yyy,yyy

′). (65)

The global mirror map Φ : D → R is defined as the sum of the weighted negative entropy maps Φv : Dv → R, where
D = RV×M

+ is the domain of Φ, and the set Dv = RV
+ is the domain of Φv for all v ∈ V . Thus, it follows that the global

Bregman divergence is the sum of the Bregman divergences local to each node v ∈ V , i.e.,

DΦ(yyy,yyy
′) =

∑
v∈V

DΦv (yv, y′v) (66)

where yyy ∈ Y =×v∈V Y
v , and yyyv ∈ Yv,∀v ∈ V . In order to minimize the value DΦ(yyy,yyy

′) for yyy ∈ Y ∩ D, we can
independently minimize the values DΦv (yv, y′v) for yyyv ∈ Yv ∩ Dv giving |V| subproblems; for every v ∈ V we perform the
following projection

yyyv =
∏Φv

Yv∩Dv (yyy′v) = argmin
yyyv∈Yv∩Dv

DΦv (yyyv, yyy′v). (67)

Theorem D.1. Algorithm 2 when executed at node v ∈ V returns ΠΦv

Yv∩Dv (yyy′v), i.e., the projection of the vector yyy′v onto the
weighted capped simplex Yv ∩Dv under the weighted negative entropy Φv(yyyv) =

∑
m∈M svmy

v
m log(yvm). The time complexity

of the projection is O (|M| log(|M|)).

Proof. ∏Φv

Yv∩Dv (yyy′v) = argmin
yyyv∈Yv∩Dv

DΦv (yyyv, yyy′v) (68)

= argmin
yyyv∈Yv∩Dv

∑
m∈M

svm

(
yvmlog

(
yvm
y′vm

)
− yvm + y′vm

)
. (69)

We adapt the negative entropy projection algorithm in [70]. The constraints yvm > 0,∀m ∈ M are implicitly enforced by the
negentropy mirror map Φv and DΦv (yyyv, yyy′v) is convex in yyyv . The Lagrangian function of the above problem:

J (yyyv, β, τ) =
∑

m∈M
svm

(
yvmlog

(
yvm
y′vm

)
− yvm + y′vm

)
−
∑

m∈M
βm (1− yvm)− τ

( ∑
m∈M

svmy
v
m − bv

)
. (70)

At optimal point ŷ̂ŷyv the following KKT conditions hold:

svmlog(ŷvm)− svmlog(y′vm) + βm − svmτ = 0, (71a)
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ŷvm ≤ 1, (71b)
βm ≥ 0, (71c)∑

m∈M
svmŷ

v
m = bv, (71d)

βm(1− ŷvm) = 0. (71e)

Without loss of generality, assume the components of ŷ̂ŷyv are in non-decreasing order. Let k be the index of the largest
component of ŷ̂ŷyv strictly smaller than , i.e.,

ŷv1 ≤ ... ≤ ŷvk < ŷvk+1 = ... = ŷv|M| = 1 if k < |M|, (72)

ŷv1 ≤ ŷv2 ≤ ... ≤ ŷv|M| < 1 if k = |M|. (73)

The goal here is to identify a valid value for k (number of components of ŷ̂ŷyv different from 1) and τ . For now assume that
τ is known, so a valid k ∈M should satisfy the following:

• For mL = 1, ..., k, we have from (71e) that βmL
= 0, and then from (71a), svmL

log(y′vmL
) + svmL

τ = svmL
log(ŷvmL

) <
svmL

log(1) = 0, and can be simplified to

y′vmL
eτ < 1,∀mL ∈ {1, . . . , k}. (74)

• For mU = k + 1, ..., |M|: as βmU
≥ 0 from (71c), we get 0 = svmU

log(ŷvmU
) = svmU

log(y′vmU
) − βmU

+ svmU
τ ≤

svmU
log(y′vmU

) + svmU
τ , and can be simplified to

y′vmU
eτ ≥ 1,∀mU ∈ {k + 1, · · · , |M|}. (75)

Consider Eqs. (72) and (73), and since for mL ∈ {1, . . . , k} we have y′vmL
eτ = ŷvmL

(the order is preserved), then the conditions
in Eq. (74) are

y′v1 e
τ ≤ ... ≤ y′vk eτ < 1. (76)

If the components of yyy′v are ordered in ascending order, then it is enough to check if y′vk e
τ < 1 holds for Eq. (76) to be true.

Moreover, for mU ∈ {k + 1, . . . , |M|}, we have ŷvmU
= 1 and y′vmU

eτ ≥ 1. Then, by taking y′v|M|+1 ≜ +∞ (k can be equal
to |M| as in Eq. (73)) it is enough to check with the smallest y′vmU

to summarize all the conditions in Eq. (75). Thus, all the
needed conditions can be further simplified to:

y′vk e
τ < 1 ≤ y′vk+1e

τ .

Note that the r.h.s inequality is ignored when k = |M| by construction (y′v|M|+1 = +∞).
Now we established how to verify if a given k ∈M is valid, what remains is to give the expression of τ using the knapsack

constraint in Eq. (71d):

bv =

|M|∑
m=1

svmŷ
v
m =

|M|∑
m=k+1

svm + eτ
k∑

m=1

svmy
′v
m.

For a given k ∈M, we define

mk ≜ eτ =
bv −

∑|M|
m=k+1 s

v
m∑k

m=1 s
v
my

′v
m

. (77)

Thus, a valid k is the value satisfying the following inequalities (line 7 of Algorithm 2):

y′vk mk < 1 ≤ y′vk+1mk. (78)

The appropriate k satisfying the KKT conditions is contained in M, and due to the sorting operation this gives total time
complexity of O (|M| log(|M|)) per iteration. In practice, the online mirror ascent method quickly sets irrelevant items in the
fractional allocation vector yyy′v very close to 0. Therefore, we can keep track only of items with a fractional value above a
threshold ϵ > 0 , and the size of this subset is practically≪ |M|. Therefore, the projection can be very efficient in practice.

APPENDIX E
SUBGRADIENT EXPRESSION

Lemma E.1. The gain function in Eq. (16) has a subgradient gggt at point yyyt ∈ Y given by

gggt =

∑
ρ∈R

lt,vρ,m

(
γ
K∗

ρ (yyyt)
ρ − Cv

ppp,m

)
1{κρ(v,m)<K∗

ρ (yyyt)}


(v,m)∈V×M

, (79)
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where K∗
ρ(yyyt) = min

{
k ∈ [Kρ − 1] :

∑k
k′=1 z

k′

ρ (lllt, yyyt) ≥ rtρ
}

.

Proof. The function given by Zk
ρ (rrrt, lllt, yyyt) = min

{
rtρ,
∑k

k′=1 z
k′

ρ (lllt, yyyt)
}

is a minimum of two concave differentiable
functions (a constant, and a linear function). We can characterize its subdifferential (set of all possible subgradients), using
[78, Theorem 8.2], at point yyyt ∈ Y as

∂Zk
ρ (rrrt, lllt, yyyt) =


{
∇(
∑k

k′=1 z
k′

ρ (lllt, yyyt))
}

if Zk
ρ (rrrt, lllt, yyyt) < rtρ (r.h.s. argument of the min is active),

conv
({

000,∇(
∑k

k′=1 z
k′

ρ (lllt, yyyt))
})

if Zk
ρ (rrrt, lllt, yyyt) = rtρ (both arguments of the min are active),

{000} otherwise (l.h.s. argument of the min is active),
(80)

where conv ( · ) is the convex hull of a set, and the gradient ∇ is given by ∇( · ) = [
∂
∂yv

m
( · )](v,m)∈V×M. The operator ∂

∂yv
m
( · )

is the partial derivative w.r.t yvm (not to be confused with the subdifferential notation).

We restrict ourselves to the valid subgradient g̃ggkρ,t ∈ ∂Zk
ρ (rrrt, lllt, yyyt) given by

g̃ggkρ,t =

{
∇(
∑k

k′=1 z
k′

ρ (lllt, yyyt)) if Zk
ρ (rrrt, lllt, yyyt) < rtρ,

000, otherwise.
(81)

Note that for every (v,m) ∈ V ×M we have

∂

∂yvm

k∑
k′=1

zk
′

ρ (lllt, yyyt) =

k∑
k′=1

∂

∂yvm
zk

′

ρ (lllt, yyyt)
(11)
= lt,vρ,m · 1{κρ(v,m)≤k}.

The indicator variable 1{κρ(v,m)≤k} is introduced since the partial derivative of
∑k

k′=1 z
k′

ρ (lllt, yyyt) w.r.t. yvm is non-zero only if
model m at node v is among the k best models to serve requests of type ρ (in this case, the variable yvm appears once in the
summation).

We obtain from Eq. (81)

g̃k,vρ,t,m =

{
lt,vρ,m · 1{κρ(v,m)≤k} if Zk

ρ (rrrt, lllt, yyyt) < rtρ,

0 otherwise.
(82)

= lt,vρ,m · 1{κρ(v,m)≤k ∧ Zk
ρ (rrrt,lllt,yyyt)<rtρ},∀(v,m) ∈ V ×M. (83)

By considering the subdifferential

∂G(rrrt, lllt, yyyt) = ∂

∑
ρ∈R

Kρ−1∑
k=1

(
γk+1
ρ − γkρ

) (
Zk
ρ (rrrt, lllt, yyy)− Zk

ρ (rrrt, lllt,ωωω)
) , (84)

and using [79, Theorem 23.6], we get

∂G(rrrt, lllt, yyyt) =
∑
ρ∈R

Kρ−1∑
k=1

∂
((
γk+1
ρ − γkρ

) (
Zk
ρ (rrrt, lllt, yyy)− Zk

ρ (rrrt, lllt,ωωω)
))
. (85)

The constant factors
(
γk+1
ρ − γkρ

)
are non-negative, so we can multiply both sides of the subgradient inequality by a non-

negative constant [79, Sec. 23]; furthermore, the subgradient of the constants Zk
ρ (rrrt, lllt,ωωω) is 000. We get

∂G(rrrt, lllt, yyyt) =
∑
ρ∈R

Kρ−1∑
k=1

(
γk+1
ρ − γkρ

)
∂
(
Zk
ρ (rrrt, lllt, yyy)− Zk

ρ (rrrt, lllt,ωωω)
)
=
∑
ρ∈R

Kρ−1∑
k=1

(
γk+1
ρ − γkρ

)
∂Zk

ρ (rrrt, lllt, yyy). (86)

Then, a subgradient gggt ∈ ∂G(rrrt, lllt, yyyt) at point yyyt ∈ Y is given by

gggt =
∑
ρ∈R

Kρ−1∑
k=1

(
γk+1
ρ − γkρ

)
g̃ggkρ,t. (87)

The (v,m)-th component of the subgradient gggt is

gvt,m =
∑
ρ∈R

Kρ−1∑
k=1

(
γk+1
ρ − γkρ

)
· g̃k,vρ,t,m (88)
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=
∑
ρ∈R

Kρ−1∑
k=1

lt,vρ,m

(
γk+1
ρ − γkρ

)
· 1{κρ(v,m)≤k ∧ Zk

ρ (rrrt,lllt,yyyt)<rtρ} (89)

=
∑
ρ∈R

Kρ−1∑
k=κρ(v,m)

lt,vρ,m

(
γk+1
ρ − γkρ

)
· 1{∑k

k′=1
zk′
ρ (lllt,yyyt)<rtρ}

(90)

=
∑
ρ∈R

K∗
ρ (yyyt)−1∑

k=κρ(v,m)

lt,vρ,m

(
γk+1
ρ − γkρ

)
(91)

=
∑
ρ∈R

lt,vρ,m ·
K∗

ρ (yyyt)−1∑
k=κρ(v,m)

(
γk+1
ρ − γkρ

)
(92)

=
∑
ρ∈R

lt,vρ,m

(
γ
K∗

ρ (yyyt)
ρ − γκρ(v,m)

ρ

)
· 1{κρ(v,m)<K∗

ρ (yyyt)} (93)

(11)
=
∑
ρ∈R

lt,vρ,m

(
γ
K∗

ρ (yyyt)
ρ − Cv

ppp,m

)
· 1{κρ(v,m)<K∗

ρ (yyyt)},∀(v,m) ∈ V ×M, (94)

where K∗
ρ(yyyt) = min

{
k ∈ [Kρ − 1] :

∑k
k′=1 z

k′

ρ (lllt, yyyt) ≥ rtρ
}

.

APPENDIX F
SUPPORTING LEMMAS FOR THE PROOF OF THEOREM V.1

A. Concavity of the Gain Function

Lemma F.1. The gain function given by Eq. (16) is concave over its domain Y of possible fractional allocations.

Proof. Since λkρ is defined to be the k-th smallest cost for any k ∈ [Kρ] (see Eq. (11)), then the factors γk+1
ρ − γkρ are always

non-negative. Moreover zkρ (lllt, yyy) = yvml
t,v
ρ,m, where v,m are such that κρ(v,m) = k. Therefore, Zk

ρ (lllt, yyy) is the minimum
between a constant rtρ and a sum

∑k
k′=1 z

k′

ρ (lllt,xxx) of linear functions of yyy. Such minimum is thus a concave function of yyy.
Therefore, the gain in Eq. (16) is a weighted sum with positive weights of concave functions in yyy, which is concave.

B. Strong convexity of the Mirror Map

Lemma F.2. The global mirror map Φ(yyy) =
∑

v∈V Φ(yyyv) =
∑

v∈V
∑

m∈M svmy
v
m log(yvm) defined over the domain D =

R|M|×|V|
>0 is θ-strongly convex w.r.t. the norm ∥ · ∥l1(sss) over Y ∩ D, where

θ ≜
1

smax|V||M|
, (95)

∥yyy∥l1(sss) ≜
∑

(v,m)∈V×M

svm|yvm| (weighted l1 norm), (96)

and smax ≜ {svm : (v,m) ∈ V ×M} is the maximum model size. In words, this means that the mirror map Φ’s growth is
lower bounded by a quadratic with curvature 1

smax|V||M| .

Proof. We extend the proof of the strong convexity of the negative entropy w.r.t. to the l1 norm over the simplex given in [80,
Lemma 16]. The map Φ(yyy) is differentiable over Y∩D, so a sufficient (and also necessary) condition for Φ(yyy) to be θ-strongly
convex w.r.t. ∥ · ∥l1(sss) is:

(∇Φ(y′y′y′)−∇Φ(yyy))T (y′y′y′ − yyy) ≥ θ
∥∥y′y′y′ − yyy∥∥2

l1(sss)
, ∀y′y′y′, yyy ∈ Y ∩ D. (97)

We have

(∇Φ(y′y′y′)−∇Φ(yyy))T (y′y′y′ − yyy) =
∑

(v,m)∈V×M

svm(log
(
y′

v
m

)
− log(yvm))(y′

v
m − yvm). (98)

Take µv
m ≜ svm(log

(
y′

v
m

)
− log(yvm))(y′

v
m − yvm), and note that µv

m ≥ 0 (because log is an increasing function).

∥∥y′y′y′ − yyy∥∥2
l1(sss)

=

 ∑
(v,m)∈V×M

svm|y′
v
m − yvm|

2

=

 ∑
(v,m)∈V×M:µv

m ̸=0

√
µv
m

svm|y′
v
m − yvm|√
µv
m

2
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≤

 ∑
(v,m)∈V×M:µv

m ̸=0

µv
m

 ∑
(v,m)∈V×M:µv

m ̸=0

(svm)2
(y′

v
m − yvm)2

µv
m


=

 ∑
(v,m)∈V×M:µv

m ̸=0

svm(log
(
y′

v
m

)
− log(yvm))(y′

v
m−yvm)

 ∑
(v,m)∈V×M:µv

m ̸=0

svm
y′

v
m − yvm

log(y′vm)− log(yvm)

 .

The inequality is obtained using Cauchy–Schwarz inequality. Take svm ≤ smax,∀(v,m) ∈ V ×M, we obtain:∑
(v,m)∈V×M:µv

m ̸=0

svm
y′

v
m − yvm

log(y′vm)− log(yvm)
≤ smax

∑
(v,m)∈V×M:µv

m ̸=0

y′
v
m − yvm

log(y′vm)− log(yvm)

= smax

∑
v∈V

∑
m∈M:µv

m ̸=0

y′
v
m − yvm

log(y′vm)− log(yvm)

≤ smax

∑
v∈V

∑
m∈M

y′
v
m + yvm
2

≤ smax|V||M|.

The second inequality is shown in [80, Eq. (A.16)]. We find that ∀y′y′y′, yyy ∈ Y ∩ D:

1

smax|V|U
∥∥y′y′y′ − yyy∥∥2

l1(sss)
≤

∑
(v,m)∈V×M:µv

m ̸=0

svm
v(log

(
y′

v
m

)
− log(yvm))(y′

v
m − yvm) = (∇Φ(y′y′y′)−∇Φ(yyy))T (y′y′y′ − yyy). (99)

The strong convexity constant θ is 1
smax|V||M| .

C. Subgradient Bound

Lemma F.3. For any (rrrt, lllt) ∈ A, the subgradients gggt of the gain function in Eq. (16) at point yyyt ∈ Y are bounded under
the norm ∥ · ∥l∞( 1

sss )
by σ = RLmax∆C

smin
, where smin ≜ min{svm : ∀(v,m) ∈ V ×M}, Lmax ≜ max{Lv

m : ∀(v,m) ∈ V ×M},
R = |R|, and ∆C ≜ max

{(∑
m∈M ω

ν(ppp)
m′ C

ν(ppp)
ppp,m′

)
− Cv

ppp,m : ∀(i,ppp) ∈ R, (v,m) ∈ ppp×M
}

is the maximum serving cost
difference between serving at a repository node ν(ppp) and at any other node v ∈ ppp. The norm ∥ · ∥l∞( 1

sss )
is defined as

∥yyy∥l∞( 1
sss )

≜ max

{
|yvm|
svm

: (v,m) ∈ V ×M
}
. (100)

Proof. We have for any t ∈ [T ]

∥gggt∥l∞( 1
sss )

= max

{ |gvt,m|
svm

,∀(v,m) ∈ V ×M
}
≤ max

{ |gvt,m|
smin

,∀(v,m) ∈ V ×M
}

(101)

(18)
≤ Lmax

smin
max

∑
ρ∈R

(
γ
K∗

ρ (yyyt)
ρ − Cv

ppp,m

)
· 1{κρ(v,m)<K∗

ρ (yyyt)},∀(v,m) ∈ V ×M

 (102)

(11)
≤ LmaxR

smin
max{γKρ

ρ − γ1ρ ,∀ρ ∈ R} ≤
LmaxR∆C

smin
= σ. (103)

D. Dual Norm

Lemma F.4. ∥ · ∥l∞( 1
sss )

is the dual norm of ∥ · ∥l1(sss) defined in (100) and (96), respectively.

Proof. The dual norm ∥ · ∥∗ of ∥ · ∥l1(sss) is defined as (e.g., [69])

∥zzz∥∗ ≜ sup
yyy∈RV×M

{
zzzTyyy : ∥yyy∥l1(sss) ≤ 1

}
,∀zzz ∈ RV×M. (104)

We thus need to show that ∥zzz∥l∞( 1
sss )

= supyyy∈RV×M

{
zzzTyyy : ∥yyy∥l1(sss) ≤ 1

}
,∀zzz ∈ RV×M.

Consider any two vectors yyy and zzz in RV×M. We have

zzzTyyy =
∑

(v,m)∈V×M

yvmz
v
m =

∑
(v,m)∈V×M

(svmy
v
m)

(
zvm
svm

)
≤

∑
(v,m)∈V×M

(svm · |yvm|)
(
|zvm|
svm

)
(105)
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≤
(∑

(v,m)∈V×M svm|yvm|
)
max

{
|zv

m|
svm

: (v,m) ∈ V ×M
}
= ∥yyy∥l1(sss)∥zzz∥l∞( 1

sss )
. (106)

Observe that

yyyTzzz ≤ ∥zzz∥l∞( 1
sss )
, ∀yyy : ∥yyy∥l1(sss) ≤ 1. (107)

Let (v∗,m∗) = argmax
(v,m)∈V×M

{
|zv

m|
svm

}
. The equality is achieved in (107) when yyy∗ =

[
sign(zv

m)
svm

1{(v,m)=(v∗,m∗)}

]
(v,m)∈V×M

. Note

that ∥yyy∗∥l1(sss) = 1 ≤ 1, then the supremum in (104) is attained for yyy = yyy∗ and has value ∥zzz∥l∞( 1
sss )

; therefore, ∥ · ∥l∞( 1
sss )

is the
dual norm of ∥ · ∥l1(sss).

E. Bregman Divergence Bound

Lemma F.5. The value of the Bregman divergence DΦ(yyy,yyy1) in Eq. (63) associated with the mirror map Φ(yyy) =∑
v∈V Φv(yyyv) =

∑
v∈V

∑
m∈M svmy

v
m log(yvm) is upper bounded by a constant

Dmax ≜
∑
v∈V

min{bv, ∥sssv∥1} log
(

∥sssv∥1
min{bv, ∥sssv∥1}

)
≥ DΦ(yyy,yyy1). (108)

where yv1,m =
min{bv,∥sssv∥1}

∥sssv∥1
,∀(v,m) ∈ V ×M and sssv = [svm]m∈M for every v ∈ V .

Proof. We prove that yyyv1 is the minimizer of Φv over Yv . As Φv is convex over Yv and differentiable in yyyv1 , yyyv1 is a minimizer
if and only if ∇Φv(yyyv1)

T
(yyyv1 − yyy) ≤ 0,∀yyyv ∈ Yv [69, Proposition 1.3] (first order optimality condition). Note that from the

definition of Yv (see Sec. IV) we have for any yyyv ∈ Yv∑
m∈M

svmy
v
m = min{bv, ∥sssv∥1}. (109)

Let c = min{bv,∥sssv∥1}
∥sssv∥1

, we get

∇Φv(yyyv1)
T
(yyyv1 − yyy) =

∑
m∈M

svm(log(c) + 1)(c− yvm) = (log(c) + 1)(c∥sssv∥1 −
∑

m∈M
svmy

v
m) (110)

(109)
= (log(c) + 1)

(
c∥sssv∥1 −

∑
m∈M

svmy
v
m

)
= (log(c) + 1) (min{bv, ∥sssv∥1} −min{bv, ∥sssv∥1}) (111)

= 0. (112)

We confirmed that yyyv1 is a minimizer of Φv over Yv . We have Φv(yyyv) ≤ 0,∀yyyv ∈ Yv , and using the first order optimality
condition we obtain

DΦv (yyyv, yyyv1)
(64)
= Φv(yyyv)− Φv(yyyv1) +∇Φv(yyyv1)

T
(yyyv1 − yyyv) ≤ Φv(yyyv)− Φv(yyyv1) ≤ −Φv(yyyv1) (113)

= min{bv, ∥sssv∥1} log
(

∥sssv∥1
min{bv, ∥sssv∥1}

)
. (114)

Thus, we obtain ∑
v∈V

DΦv (yyyv, yyyv1)
(66)
= DΦ(yyy,yyy1) ≤

∑
v∈V

min{bv, ∥sssv∥1} log
(

∥sssv∥1
min{bv, ∥sssv∥1}

)
. (115)

F. Bounds on the Gain Function

Upper and lower bounds on the gain function in Eq. (16) will be established using the following bounding function

Λ(rrrt, lllt,yyy) ≜
∑

ρ∈supp(rrrt)

Kρ−1∑
k=1

(
γk+1
ρ − γkρ

)
rtρ

(
1−

k∏
k′=1

(
1− zk

′

ρ (lllt, yyy)/r
t
ρ

))
1{Zk

ρ (rrrt,lllt,ωωω)=0},∀yyy ∈ X ∪ Y, (116)

where

supp(rrrt) ≜
{
ρ ∈ R : rtρ ̸= 0

}
(117)

is the set of request types for which there is a non-zero number of requests in the request batch rrrt.
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Lemma F.6. The gain function in Eq. (16) can be equivalently expressed as

G(rrrt, lllt, yyy) =
∑

ρ∈supp(rrrt)

Kρ−1∑
k=1

(
γk+1
ρ − γkρ

)
min

{
rtρ,

k∑
k′=1

zk
′

ρ (lllt, yyy)

}
1{Zk

ρ (rrrt,lllt,ωωω)=0},∀yyy ∈ X ∪ Y. (118)

Proof. Remember from the definition in Eq. (15) that Zk
ρ (rrrt, lllt, yyy) = min

{
rtρ,
∑k

k′=1 z
k′

ρ (lllt, yyy)
}

. We observe that Zk
ρ (rrrt, lllt,ωωω)

is not a function of yyy and it is equal to 0, when there is no repository with model’s rank smaller or equal to k, and to rtρ,
otherwise; therefore, Zk

ρ (rrrt, lllt,ωωω) ∈ {0, rtρ}.
When Zk

ρ (rrrt, lllt,ωωω) ̸= 0, and thus Zk
ρ (rrrt, lllt,ωωω) = rtρ, the following holds

Zk
ρ (rrrt, lllt, yyy)− Zk

ρ (rrrt, lllt,ωωω) = min

{
rtρ,

k∑
k′=1

zk
′

ρ (lllt, yyy)

}
− Zk

ρ (rrrt, lllt,ωωω) (119)

= min

{
0,

k∑
k′=1

zk
′

ρ (lllt, yyy)− Zk
ρ (rrrt, lllt,ωωω)

}
= 0. (120)

The last equality holds because
∑k

k′=1 z
k′

ρ (lllt, yyy)−Zk
ρ (rrrt, lllt,ωωω) ≥ 0,∀yyy ∈ X ∪Y from Eq. (3). Otherwise, when Zk

ρ (rrrt, lllt,ωωω) =

0, we have Zk
ρ (rrrt, lllt, yyy)− Zk

ρ (rrrt, lllt,ωωω) = Zk
ρ (rrrt, lllt, yyy)

(15)
= min

{
rtρ,
∑k

k′=1 z
k′

ρ (lllt, yyy)
}

.
Hence, we can succinctly write, for any value of Zk

ρ (rrrt, lllt,ωωω), that

Zk
ρ (rrrt, lllt, yyy)− Zk

ρ (rrrt, lllt,ωωω) = min

{
rtρ,

k∑
k′=1

zk
′

ρ (lllt, yyy)

}
1{Zk

ρ (rrrt,lllt,ωωω)=0}. (121)

Since
∑k

k′=1 z
k′

ρ (lllt, yyy) is non negative, the previous formula implies that

Zk
ρ (rrrt, lllt, yyy)− Zk

ρ (rrrt, lllt,ωωω) = 0, if rtρ = 0. (122)

By combining Eq. (121) and (122) that

Zk
ρ (rrrt, lllt, yyy)− Zk

ρ (rrrt, lllt,ωωω) = min

{
rtρ,

k∑
k′=1

zk
′

ρ (lllt, yyy)

}
1{Zk

ρ (rrrt,lllt,ωωω)=0 ∧ rtρ ̸=0}. (123)

Hence, applying the above equalities on the gain expression we get

G(rrrt, lllt, yyy)
(16)
=
∑
ρ∈R

Kρ−1∑
k=1

(
γk+1
ρ − γkρ

) (
Zk
ρ (rrrt, lllt, yyy)− Zk

ρ (rrrt, lllt,ωωω)
)

(124)

(123)
=
∑
ρ∈R

Kρ−1∑
k=1

(
γk+1
ρ − γkρ

)
min

{
rtρ,

k∑
k′=1

zk
′

ρ (lllt, yyy)

}
1{Zk

ρ (rrrt,lllt,ωωω)=0 ∧ rtρ ̸=0} (125)

(117)
=

∑
ρ∈supp(rrrt)

Kρ−1∑
k=1

(
γk+1
ρ − γkρ

)
min

{
rtρ,

k∑
k′=1

zk
′

ρ (lllt, yyy)

}
1{Zk

ρ (rrrt,lllt,ωωω)=0}. (126)

Lemma F.7. Consider n ∈ N, yyy ∈ [0, 1]n, qqq ∈ Nn, and c ∈ N. We assume that qi ≤ c,∀i ∈ [n]. The following holds

min

c,∑
i∈[n]

yiqi

 ≥ c− c ∏
i∈[n]

(1− yiqi/c). (127)

Proof. We define an ≜ c− c
∏

i∈[n](1− yiqi/c) and bn ≜ min
{
c,
∑

i∈[n] yiqi

}
.

We first show by induction that, if an ≤ bn, then this inequality holds also for n+ 1.
Base case (n = 1).

a1 = c− c+ y1q1 = y1q1 = min{c, q1y1} = b1. (128)

Induction step.

an+1 = c− c
∏

i∈[n+1]

(1− yiqi/c) (129)
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= c− c
∏
i∈[n]

(1− yiqi/c)(1− yn+1qn+1/c) (130)

= c− c
∏
i∈[n]

(1− yiqi/c) + (cyn+1qn+1/c)
∏
i∈[n]

(1− yiqi/c) (131)

= an + yn+1qn+1

∏
i∈[n]

(1− yiqi/c) (132)

≤ an + yn+1qn+1. (133)

The last inequality holds since by construction qi ≤ c and thus 0 ≤ yiqi/c ≤ 1, and 0 ≤
∏

i∈[n] (1− yiqi/c) ≤ 1. For the same
reason, 0 ≤

∏
i∈[n+1](1 − yiqi/c) ≤ 1 and thus, by (129), we have an+1 ≤ c. Moreover, note that if bn = c then bn+1 = c.

Therefore:

an+1 ≤ min {c, an + yn+1qn+1} ≤ min {c, bn + yn+1qn+1} (134)

=

{
min

{
c,
∑n+1

i=1 yiqi

}
= bn+1, if bn ≤ c,

min {c, c+ yn+1qn+1} = c = bn+1, if bn = c,
(135)

and the proof by induction is completed.

Lemma F.8. Consider yyy ∈ [0, 1]n, qqq ∈ Nn, c ∈ N and n ∈ N. We assume that qi ≤ c, ∀i ∈ [n]. The following holds

c− c
∏
i∈[n]

(1− yiqi/c) ≥ (1− 1/e)min

c,∑
i∈[n]

yiqi

 . (136)

Proof. Our proof follows the same lines of the proof of [81, Lemma 3.1]. We use the arithmetic/geometric mean inequality [82]
on the non-negative variables 1− yiqi/c, i ∈ [n] to obtain:

1

n

∑
i∈[n]

(1− yiqi/c) ≥

∏
i∈[n]

(1− yiqi/c)

 1
n

. (137)

We reformulate the above as:

1−
∏
i∈[n]

(1− yiqi/c) ≥ 1−

 1

n

∑
i∈[n]

(1− yiqi/c)

n

= 1−

1− 1

n

∑
i∈[n]

yiqi/c

n

(138)

≥ 1−

1− 1

n
min

1,
∑
i∈[n]

yiqi/c


n

. (139)

To obtain the last inequality, consider that, for any number z, we have z ≥ min{1, z}, and thus
∑

i∈[n] yiqi/c ≥
min

{
1,
∑

i∈[n] yiqi/c
}

.

The function f(z) = 1 − (1 − z/n)n is concave for z ∈ [0, 1], then, for z ∈ [0, 1], f(z) ≥ f(0) + z f(1)−f(0)
1−0 = zf(1), as

f(0) = 0. Setting z = min
{
1,
∑

i∈[n] yiqi/c
}

, we obtain the following:

1−
∏
i∈[n]

(1− yiqi/c)
(139)
≥ 1−

(
1− 1

n
z

)n

≥ (1− (1− 1/n)n) z ≥ (1− 1/e)z. (140)

The last inequality is obtained since 1− (1− 1/n)n decreases in n, and it is lower bounded by 1− 1/e. By multiplying both
sides of the above inequality by c ∈ N, and replacing z with its value we conclude the proof.

Lemma F.9. for any request batch rrrt and potential available capacity lllt such that (rrrt, lllt) ∈ A, the allocation gain G(rrrt, lllt, yyy)
has the following lower and upper bounds(

1− 1
e

)−1
Λ(rrrt, lllt, yyy) ≥ G(rrrt, lllt, yyy) ≥ Λ(rrrt, lllt, yyy), ∀yyy ∈ X ∪ Y. (141)

Proof. We have the following

G(rrrt, lllt, yyy)
(118)
=

∑
ρ∈supp(rrrt)

Kρ−1∑
k=1

(
γk+1
ρ − γkρ

)
min

{
rtρ,

k∑
k′=1

zk
′

ρ (lllt, yyy)

}
1{Zk

ρ (rrrt,lllt,ωωω)=0} (142)
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(127)
≥

∑
ρ∈supp(rrrt)

Kρ−1∑
k=1

(
γk+1
ρ − γkρ

)
rtρ

(
1−

k∏
k′=1

(
1− zρ,k′(lllt, yyy)/r

t
ρ

))
1{Zk

ρ (rrrt,lllt,ωωω)=0} (143)

(116)
= Λ(rrrt, lllt, yyy),∀yyy ∈ X ∪ Y, (144)

and

(1− 1/e)G(rrrt, lllt, yyy)
(118)
= (1− 1/e)

∑
ρ∈supp(rrrt)

Kρ−1∑
k=1

(
γk+1
ρ − γkρ

)
min

{
rtρ,

k∑
k′=1

zk
′

ρ (lllt, yyy)

}
1{Zk

ρ (rrrt,lllt,ωωω)=0} (145)

(136)
≤

∑
ρ∈supp(rrrt)

Kρ−1∑
k=1

(
γk+1
ρ − γkρ

)
rtρ

(
1−

k∏
k′=1

(
1− zρ,k′(lllt, yyy)/r

t
ρ

))
1{Zk

ρ (rrrt,lllt,ωωω)=0} (146)

(116)
= Λ(rrrt, lllt, yyy),∀yyy ∈ X ∪ Y. (147)

Inequalities in Eq. (143) and Eq. (146) follow from Eq. (127) and Eq. (136), respectively, by replacing c = rtρ, qk′ = λk
′

ρ (lllt),
xk′ = zρ,k′(lllt, yyy)/λ

k′

ρ (lllt), and n = k.

Lemma F.10. Let the allocation xxxv be the random output of DEPROUND on node v ∈ V given the fractional allocation
yyyv ∈ Yv . For any subset of the model catalog S ⊂ M and any number cm ∈ [0, 1],∀m ∈ S, DEPROUND satisfies the
following:

E

[∏
m∈S

(1− xvmcm)

]
≤
∏
m∈S

(1− yvmcm). (148)

Proof. DEPROUND uses a subroutine SIMPLIFY, which, given input variables ym, ym′ ∈ (0, 1), outputs xm, xm′ ∈ [0, 1] with
at least one of them being integral (0 or 1). Note that the input to SIMPLIFY is never integral since it is only called on fractional
and yet unrounded variables. The property (B3) in [71, Lemma 2.1] implies that the output variables xm and xm′ satisfy the
following inequality:

E[xmxm′ ] ≤ ymym′ . (149)

We have for any cm, cm′ ∈ [0, 1]:

E[(1− xmcm)(1− xm′cm′)] = E[1− xmcm − xm′cm′ + xmxm′cmcm′ ] (150)
= 1− ymcm − ym′cm′ + E[xmxm′ ]cmcm′ (151)
≤ 1− ymcm − ym′cm′ + ymym′cmcm′

= (1− ymcm)(1− ym′cm′). (152)

where the second equality is obtained recalling that, by construction, E[xvm] = ym,∀m ∈M (Sec. IV-C).
Thus, the two fractional inputs ym and ym′ to the SIMPLIFY subroutine, return xm and xm′ satisfying the property (152).

By induction as in the proof in [71, Lemma 2.2], we obtain for any S ⊂M:

E

[∏
m∈S

(1− xmcm)

]
≤
∏
m∈S

(1− ymcm). (153)

Note that the above property is satisfied with equality if the components of xxx ∈ {0, 1}|M| are sampled independently with
E[xm] = ym.

Lemma F.11. Let the allocation xxxv be the random output of DEPROUND on node v ∈ V given the fractional allocation
yyyv ∈ Yv . The following holds

E [Λ(rrrt, lllt,xxxt)] ≥ Λ(rrrt, lllt, yyyt). (154)

Proof. For any k′, assume m ∈M and v ∈ V are such that κρ(v,m) = k′ (Sec. III-E). Since zk
′

ρ (lllt, yyy) = yvml
t,v
ρ,m for a given

(m, v) ∈M× V , then zρ,k′(lllt, yyy)/r
t
ρ can be written as:

zρ,k′(lllt, yyy)/r
t
ρ =

lt,vρ,m

rtρ
yvm. (155)

where
lt,vρ,m

rtρ
is a constant in [0, 1] (lt,vρ,m ≤ min{rtρ, Lv

m} - see Sec. III-D) that scales variable yvm ;therefore, by applying
Lemma F.10, we obtain the following upper bound on the bounding function. Consider for all v ∈ V and t ∈ [T ] that xxxvt is
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the random allocation obtained by running DEPROUND on the fractional allocation yyyvt , then

E [Λ(rrrt, lllt,xxxt)]
(116)
= E

 ∑
ρ∈supp(rrrt)

Kρ−1∑
k=1

(
γk+1
ρ − γkρ

)
rtρ

(
1−

k∏
k′=1

(
1− zρ,k′(lllt,xxxt)/r

t
ρ

))
1{Zk

ρ (rrrt,lllt,ωωω)=0}

 (156)

=
∑

ρ∈supp(rrrt)

Kρ−1∑
k=1

(
γk+1
ρ − γkρ

)
rtρ

(
1− E

[
k∏

k′=1

(
1− zρ,k′(lllt,xxxt)/r

t
ρ

)])
1{Zk

ρ (rrrt,lllt,ωωω)=0} (157)

≥
∑

ρ∈supp(rrrt)

Kρ−1∑
k=1

(
γk+1
ρ − γkρ

)
rtρ

(
1−

k∏
k′=1

(
1− zρ,k′(lllt, yyyt)/r

t
ρ

))
1{Zk

ρ (rrrt,lllt,ωωω)=0} (158)

= Λ(rrrt, lllt, yyyt). (159)

The equality is obtained using the linearity of the expectation, and the inequality is obtained by applying directly Lemma F.10.

APPENDIX G
PROOF OF THEOREM V.1

Proof. To prove the ψ-regret guarantee: (i) we first establish an upper bound on the regret of the INFIDA policy over its
fractional allocations domain Y against a fractional optimum, then (ii) we use it to derive a corresponding ψ-regret guarantee
over the integral allocations domain X .
Fractional domain regret guarantee. To establish the regret guarantee of running Algorithm 1 at the level of each computing
node v ∈ V , we showed that the following properties hold:

1) The function G is concave over its domain Y (Lemma F.1).
2) The mirror map Φ : D → R is θ-strongly convex w.r.t. the norm ∥ · ∥l1(sss) over Y ∩ D, where θ is equal to Eq. (95)

(Lemma F.2).
3) The gain function G : Y → R is σ-Lipchitz w.r.t ∥ · ∥l1(sss): the subgradients are bounded under the norm ∥·∥l∞( 1

sss )
by σ,

i.e., the subgradient of G(rrrt, lllt, yyy) at point yyyt ∈ Y is upper bounded (∥gggt∥l∞( 1
sss )
≤ σ) for any (rrrt, lllt) ∈ A (Lemma F.3).

4) ∥ · ∥l∞( 1
sss )

is the dual norm of ∥ · ∥l1(sss) (Lemma F.4).
5) The Bregman divergence DΦ(yyy∗, yyy1) in Eq. (63) is upper bounded by a constant Dmax where yyy∗ =

argmaxyyy∈Y
∑T

t=1G(rrrt, lllt, yyy) and yyy1 = argmin
yyy∈Y∩D

Φ(yyy) is the initial allocation (Lemma F.5).

Because of properties 1–5 above, the following bound holds for the regret of INFIDA over its fractional domain Y (vector
field point of view of Mirror Descent in [69, Sec. 4.2] combined with [69, Theorem 4.2]):

RegretT,Y = sup
{(rrrt,lllt)}T

t=1∈AT

{
T∑

t=1

G(rrrt, lllt, yyy∗)−
T∑

t=1

G(rrrt, lllt, yyyt)

}
(160)

≤ DΦ(yyy∗, yyy1)

η
+

η

2θ

T∑
t=1

∥gggt∥2l∞( 1
sss )
≤ Dmax

η
+
ησ2T

2θ
. (161)

where η is the learning rate of INFIDA (Algorithm 1, line 6). By selecting the learning rate η = 1
σ

√
2θDmax

T giving the tightest
upper bound we obtain

RegretT,Y ≤ σ
√

2Dmax

θ
T . (162)

Integral domain regret guarantee. Note that, by restricting the maximization to the subset of integral allocations xxx ∈ X , the
optimal allocation xxx∗ = argmaxxxx∈X

∑T
t=1G(rrrt, lllt,xxx) can only lead to a lower gain, i.e.,

T∑
t=1

G(rrrt, lllt,xxx∗) ≤
T∑

t=1

G(rrrt, lllt, yyy∗). (163)

By taking ψ = 1− 1
e , and using the bounding function Λ defined in Eq. (116), with the expectation taken over the random

choices of the policy (DEPROUND at line 8 in Algorithm 1) we obtain

E

[
T∑

t=1

G(rrrt, lllt,xxxt)

]
(141)
≥ E

[
T∑

t=1

Λ(rrrt, lllt,xxxt)

]
(154)
≥

T∑
t=1

Λ(rrrt, lllt, yyyt)
(141)
≥ ψ

T∑
t=1

G(rrrt, lllt, yyyt)

(162)
≥ ψ

T∑
t=1

G(rrrt, lllt, yyy∗)− ψσ
√

2Dmax

θ
T

(163)
≥ ψ

T∑
t=1

G(rrrt, lllt,xxx∗)− ψσ
√

2Dmax

θ
T . (164)
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Thus, we have

ψ

T∑
t=1

G(rrrt, lllt,xxx∗)− E

[
T∑

t=1

G(rrrt, lllt,xxxt)

]
≤ ψσ

√
2Dmax

θ
T . (165)

The above inequality holds for any sequence {(rrrt, lllt)}Tt=1 ∈ AT . Thus, the ψ-regret is given by

ψ-RegretT,X
(20)
= sup

{rrrt,lllt}T
t=1∈AT

{
ψ

T∑
t=1

G(rrrt, lllt,xxx∗)− E

[
T∑

t=1

G(rrrt, lllt,xxxt)

]}
≤ A
√
T , (166)

where

A = ψσ

√
2Dmax

θ
= ψ

RLmax∆C

smin

√
smax|V||M|

√
2
∑
v∈V

min{bv, ∥sssv∥1} log
(

∥sssv∥1
min{bv, ∥sssv∥1}

)
,

using the upper bounds on θ, σ, and Dmax determined in Lemmas F.2, F.3, and F.5, respectively.
This proves Theorem V.1.

APPENDIX H
PROOF OF PROPOSITION V.1.1

Proof. Let ȳyy be the average fractional allocation ȳyy = 1
T̃

∑T̃
t=1 yyyt of INFIDA, and x̄xx the random state sampled from ȳyy using

DEPROUND. We take GT (yyy) =
1
T

∑T
t=1G(rrrt, lllt, yyy),∀yyy ∈ Y . We have

E [GT (x̄xx)]
(141)
≥ E

[
1

T

T∑
t=1

Λ(rrrt, lllt, x̄xx)

]
(154)
≥ 1

T

T∑
t=1

Λ(rrrt, lllt, ȳyy)
(141)
≥ ψGT (ȳyy). (167)

Using Jensen’s inequality we get

ψGT (ȳyy) ≥ ψ
1

T̃

T̃∑
t=1

GT (yyyt). (168)

It straightforward to check that GT satisfies the same properties 1 (concavity) and 3 (subgradient boundedness) as G and
the remaining properties are preserved under the same mirror map and convex decision set. With properties 1–5 satisfied, we
can apply [69, Theorem 4.2] to obtain

T̃∑
t=1

GT (yyy∗)−
T̃∑

t=1

GT (yyyt) = T̃GT (yyy∗)−
T̃∑

t=1

GT (yyyt) ≤ σ
√

2Dmax

θ
T̃ . (169)

Dividing both sides of the above inequality by T̃ gives

1

T̃

T̃∑
t=1

GT (yyyt) ≥ GT (yyy∗)− σ
√

2Dmax

θT̃
. (170)

Using the same argument to obtain Eq. (163), i.e., restricting the maximization to the integral domain gives a lower value, we
get

1

T̃

T̃∑
t=1

GT (yyyt) ≥ GT (xxx∗)− σ
√

2Dmax

θT̃
. (171)

Using Eq. (167), and Eq. (171) we obtain

E [GT (x̄xx)] ≥ ψGT (xxx∗)− ψσ
√

2D

θT̃
. (172)

Thus, ∀ϵ > 0 and over a sufficiently large running time T̃ for INFIDA, x̄xx satisfies

E [GT (x̄xx)] ≥
(
1− 1

e
− ϵ
)
GT (xxx∗). (173)
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